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FOREWORD 

 

 

The 5
th
 volume of Didactica presents papers pertaining to the main research fields of 

psycho-pedagogy, sociology, and didactics, as well as studies related to the educational 

process such as sports, the history of pedagogy, and institutional communication.   

Four papers written in the field of pedagogy and didactics deal with the educational 

phenomenon from various perspectives from the pre-school period (Education par le 

langage: humour et métaphore dans quelques expressions des enfants) to elementary 

education (Curriculum of the Cooperative School) or aspects of the instructional 

education values of the written media, as well as the particular issues of biology teaching 

didactics through interactive methods and techniques. 

The papers that deal with educational psychology matters depict the most important 

and common research methods in this area, on the basis of which teenage aggressiveness 

is being studied and solutions for its mitigation are being suggested. 

The studies belonging to the other sections of the volume approach theoretical aspects 

of the concepts of Max Weber, George Herbert Mead, from particular angles, or present 

the teacher‟s contribution from Banat between 1918 and 1940 (La chandelle qui répand 

de la lumière: le maître d’école roumain de Banat). 

Two of the papers focus on professional sports, the risks of drug abuse and accidents 

and their knock-on effects on youth personality development (physical and 

psychological).     

We consider that all of these papers contribute more or less to the development of the 

theory and methodology in the field of social-humanities in general, and in the field of 

pedagogical sciences, in particular. 

 
 

Maria Palicica, PhD 

Editor 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The aim of this paper was to examine the cooperative structure of an elementary 

school in Osijek, regarding cooperation and conflict as positive, as well as negative 

connection in interpersonal relationships. The research included 289 students from 

third to eighth grade, and the results had shown that the school in question is not 

cooperative. About 30% of the students who were included in the research exhibits 

conflicts in their relationships; they are not ready to cooperate, help each other, and 

resolve their problems. Female students assess their cooperation more positively than 

male students, but the difference was proven to be statistically most significant within 

the population of older students. Female students have the highest levels of 

assessment of cooperation in eight grades, while the male students of the same age 

are the least willing to cooperate. However, if conflicts are observed by seeing the 

obvious difference in relation to the desirable condition, then the tendency to resolve 

them is already present. Cooperation in that particular sense actually means 

adjustment, a kind of relationship in which all participants satisfy their needs, but 

adjust to each other as well. Unlike the traditional curriculum, which is directed 

towards the accumulation of knowledge, curriculum of the cooperative school 

encourages complete development, and promotes team, cooperative, and integrative 

approaches to learning within the ever present system of separated school 

classes/subjects. In a social sense, it enables the development of constructive and 

cooperative aspects of life (noticing, thinking, and acting upon it). 

 

Key words: School; Students; Curriculum; Cooperation 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Theories and models explaining the curriculum are very different from one another, 

which does not mean that accepting some of them necessarily leads to the rejection of 

other theories and models. Every theoretical approach explains only certain aspects and 

gives greater importance to individual factors, which is why it is necessary to integrate 

different approaches into the pedagogical practice when it comes to the curriculum of the 

cooperative school. 

Speaking on the theory of the curriculum itself, one must point out that there are 

different concepts, categories and theoretical approaches, in Croatian and foreign 

literature both. 

Theoretical approaches may be observed through the educational practice, which has 

clearly put forward two dominant concepts of curriculum so far (Previšiš 2005): 



- humanistic: oriented towards the development; 

- functionalistic, or pragmatic: oriented towards the product, the practice, and the 

qualification. 

According to the same author, there are also three categories of the curriculum 

structures: closed, open, and mixed: 

- closed curriculum: it responds to the traditional grasping of the teaching plan and 

programme, as well as to the reduction of education to the specific tasks and 

goals, which must be achieved during the schooling; it contains strictly regulated 

contents, methods and course of lectures, which leads to the inhibition of 

creativity and spontaneity of both teachers and students, disabling their complete 

development along the way. 

- open curriculum: it is characterized by a flexible methodology and a great 

diversity of contents, ways, and methods of work; using general instructions as its 

starting point, which usually enables creative approach to the process of teaching 

and learning, along with the partnership between students, teachers and parents, 

and special care for the complete development of every student. 

- mixed curriculum: it is marked by modern methodology and structure of making 

directed towards co-construction. It includes all the factors that are not obligatory, 

but that arise during the educational action, and as the result of partnership in 

relationships (Jackson 1992; Previšiš 2005), or as a curriculum of plural 

educational influences (Stenhouse 1995; Previšiš 2005) and cooperative 

relationships. 

Curriculum of the cooperative school puts the student and his complete development 

into the centre of the educational process, paying meticulous attention to interpersonal 

relationships as one of the most significant factors of growing up and achieving success.  

From a present school perspective, classes oriented towards the child (Walsh 1998), 

classes that encourage social learning as a part of general learning, as well as prosocial 

and peace-making classes (Ţudina-Obradoviš & Težak 1995) are not a novelty. However, 

there is still no curriculum of the cooperative school that would be clearly articulated (in 

its contents, as well as in its sequence). There is also a little knowledge of the techniques 

which the teachers should apply in order to diagnose the level of their student‟s 

cooperation and to plan the development strategies. Also, the issue of education of 

teachers within the system of the holistic education and the theory of curriculum still 

remains vague. Therefore, it raises the question of how should teachers, students and their 

parents co-construct the curriculum of the cooperative school. 

 

2. COOPERATIVE SCHOOL AND INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS 

 

The curriculum of cooperative school can easily stand for a number of different 

meanings. The term may refer to learning based on student interests, as well as learning 

through practice or work, creative self-exploration or lifelong learning and cooperation. 

Cooperation, along with opinions, values, knowledge and competences, makes the 

integral curriculum of cooperative school, which is a societal and school community 

values reflection. It is the main tool in trying to break down the form of the traditional 

school, which is oriented towards educational contents and mostly cognitive processes. 

The curriculum of cooperative school takes a significant step further from a competitive 

individualized level of learning towards a higher, cooperative level. Cooperative school 

reduces the importance of competition and substantive working, transferring team-work 



and cooperation into the spotlight. Unlike traditional school, it encourages complete 

development; enlarges the horizontal and vertical connection of the curriculum, requiring 

coordination and cooperation in every level of school, and it promotes team, cooperative 

and integrative approaches to learning within the system of separated school subjects. 

The capability of cooperation and team-work is placed in the category of the most 

important competencies for the future and it is considered to be of crucial importance for 

any form of success in the 21st century (Greene 1996). Considered from that particular 

aspect, cooperative school stands out as a prosocial community of students, teachers and 

parents (Lediš 1996), or as a humane, creative and social community, whose task is to 

encourage and develop cooperation instead of unhealthy competition among students, as 

well as overtness instead of isolation, friendship instead of stigmatization, and tolerance 

instead of intolerance (Previšiš 1996). The aim of the curriculum of cooperative school is 

reinforcement of the student‟s self-respect, self-worthiness, and self-efficiency, 

encouraging children to take certain actions they would not dare take before, or those they 

simply could not have done before. 

Cooperative school implements social sensibility into its curriculum and it promotes 

the sensibility for problems, needs and desires of students, teachers and parents. The basic 

foundation of its prosocial actions lies within cooperation, which is primarily based on 

the permanence of (desirable) relationships (Schütz et al. 2000). Cooperation, in that 

sense, stands for adjustment; relationships in which all participants satisfy their needs, but 

adjust to each other as well. 

In societies of learning, in societies based on knowledge, cooperation is defined as 

forming one‟s life on grounds of self-responsibility within the social condition of human 

reality, with the goal of ultimate prosperity (Schütz et al. 2000). The same author 

differentiates two aspects of cooperation: cooperation as working together and participate, 

and cooperation as working together and cooperate. He especially stresses out the social 

dimension of cooperation, as well as its structure of positive interdependence. Social 

dimension or social influences actually mean a change in judgements, opinions and 

attitudes of an individual, occurring as a consequence of his exposure to the opinions of 

others; while interdependence refers to situations in which personal outcomes are partly 

or completely defined by actions of others (Van Lange & De Dreu 2001). In cooperative 

schools, students work in groups, while teachers, parents and other employees of school 

work in cooperative teams, as well as local, regional and state offices which are dealing 

with schools and education. The organizational structure of cooperative school is 

complete, unique, and organized in a way that cooperative teams on every level have to 

support and enhance each other. 

Peace Education (Miljevic-Ridicki et al. 1999) studied two extreme types of school 

environment, competitive and cooperative environment. As far as competitive school 

environment is concerned, every individual has a specific role and a specific position; the 

relationships are hierarchically organized; communication is poor; and it is generally 

characterized by an atmosphere of distrust. It is focused on competition and personal 

success, where successful individuals are praised, while the less successful ones are 

ignored and very often criticized. Unlike the competitive environment, cooperative 

environment focuses on team-work, encourages cooperation and interaction between 

group members. Agreements in decision making are achieved by open communication 

and discussion, and it is directed towards the development of empathy and a strong 

connection between group members, as well as tolerance and acceptance of the right to be 



different (Terhart 2000; Bognar & Matijeviš 2002; Klarin 1998; Uzelac et al. 1997; 

Steele et al. 1997). 

Interpersonal relationships may be regarded as the essence of life, since those 

particular relationships are the means of satisfying the majority of human needs. Studying 

and researching those relationships is an integral part of the interactive-communicative 

aspect of education, and of the micro pedagogical context of the cooperative school. The 

relationships are built and developed through communication (Reardon 1998). The 

changeable nature of these relationships, from cooperation to conflict, points to the need 

to adjust in a relationship or interpersonal communication. The possibility of conflict in a 

relationship is as evident and realistic as the possibility of its violent resolvement. But 

from another point of view, the numerous possibilities of dealing with conflicts and 

resolving them in a constructive way are also evident and well-founded. The situation of 

conflict is basically experienced by everyone, over and over again, in different areas of 

life. However, if conflicts are observed by seeing the obvious difference in relation to the 

desirable condition, the implicit tendency to resolve and remove them already exists. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY OF THE RESEARCH 

 

The aim of this paper was to examine the cooperative structure of an elementary 

school, regarding cooperation and conflict as positive, as well as negative connection in 

interpersonal relationships. 

The research included 289 students from third to eighth grade in an elementary school 

in Osijek, which is about half of the total number of the students of that school: two third 

grade classes (48 students), two fourth grade classes (50 students), two fifth grade classes 

(49 students), two sixth grade classes (45 students), two seventh grade classes (52 

students), and two eight grade classes (45 students). The research was conducted during 

the period of two months, as a part of the “Living without Violence” Project (Buljubašiš-

Kuzmanoviš 2007). 

The Questionnaire for Students was constructed for the purpose of this research, 

which consisted of three claims (statements): I am ready to cooperate and to help, I am 

ready to take care of others, and I am capable of solving problems. The students‟ task was 

to assess their own quality of cooperation, helping others, and solving problems, which 

was done using the Likert scale from 1 to 5 degrees (1- I disagree, 2- I mostly disagree, 3- 

I neither agree, nor disagree, 4- I mostly agree, 5- I agree). While processing the obtained 

data, assessments 1, 2, and 3 were categorized as undesirable, and assessments 4 and 5 

were categorized as desirable. The independent variables are the age and the sex of the 

students, while the dependent variable is cooperative dimension of interpersonal 

relationships (willingness for cooperation and help, taking care of others, and peaceful 

conflict resolving). 

 

4. DISCUSSION 

 

Within the curriculum of the cooperative school, interpersonal relationships are life 

essential, since those particular relationships are a way of satisfying the majority of 

human needs. Every form of behaviour, even the cooperative one, contains a certain 

moral and social dimension that has a key role in creating acceptable or unacceptable 

relationships. Social dimension of cooperation is tightly connected with active individual 

forming of reality, as well as interpersonal relationships. However, the changeable nature 



of these relationships, from cooperation to conflict, points to a need of relationship and 

interpersonal communication adjustment in different contexts (Reardon 1998). 

The curriculum of the cooperative school aims for such interpersonal relationships 

that enable sharing and developing feelings of comfort, acceptance, and relaxation, along 

with the need to communicate, cooperate and achieve an agreement, consequently leading 

to more efficient relationships of students towards themselves, others and the community. 

It is trying to resolve conflicts between personal and group goals by using the theory of 

positive interdependence, and by using an integrative, co-constructive approach to the 

curriculum (Miljak 2005, 2007) in order to enhance the decision making structures and/or 

individual and group outcomes structures. 

The degree, up to which cooperation and guidelines of the curriculum of the 

cooperative school are developed in the observed school, is presented in the Figure 1. 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Percentage of non-cooperative students and dimension of conflicts  

in interpersonal relationships 

 

According to the results presented in this article, it is obvious that the observed school 

cannot be regarded as a cooperative school in any sense, since the results of its 

cooperativity are poorly stressed out. About 30% of the students included in the research 

exhibit conflicts in interpersonal relationships, they are not ready to cooperate, nor help 

others or solve problems. In third grades, this conclusion applies to 14 (29%) students, in 

fourth grades to 16 (32%) students, in fifth grades to 9 (18.4%) students, in sixth grades 

to 11 (24.4%) students, in seventh grades to 16 (31%) students, and in eighth grades to 14 

(31%) students. It is obvious that the percentage of non-cooperative students is growing, 

mostly within the oldest included population, which may be explained by problems of 

growing up, puberty and early adolescence, when students are preoccupied with 

themselves. In spite of those turbulences of human development, the results are showing a 

great number of non-cooperative students, whose results may be put into relations of 

researching the diffusion of violence in schools (Olweus 1998; Previšiš 1999; Greenspan 

2003). 



The degree, up to which the students of the observed school are ready to cooperate, 

along with the difference between female and male students within that dimension of 

interpersonal relationships, is presented in the Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Self-assessment of the willingness to cooperate 

 

Grade 
I am ready to cooperate  

m AS m SD m f AS f SD f N AS SD t df p 

Third 22 4.36 1.216 26 4.62 0.752 48 4.5 0.995 0.905 46 0.369 

Fourth 26 4.23 1.069 24 4.71 0.550 50 4.46 0.891 1.971 48 0.054 
Fifth 24 4.66 0.564 25 4.68 0.556 49 4.67 0.554 0.125 47 0.901 

Sixth 22 4.55 0.670 23 4.40 0.891 45 4.46 0.786 0.636 43 0.528 

Seventh 22 4.50 0.672 30 4.53 0.819 52 4.52 0.753 0.141 50 0.889 
Eighth 25 3.92 0.862 20 4.75 0.638 45 4.29 0.869 3.588 43 0.000 

p<0.05 

 

In average, female students are assessing their willingness to cooperate more 

positively than male students, but the difference was proven to be the most significant 

statistically within the population of older students, and less statistically significant within 

the population of the youngest students. Both female and male students from the third to 

the seventh grade exhibit their willingness to cooperate in a harmonic relationship within 

a certain class, where their contribution to cooperative relationships is approximately the 

same. Female students have the highest assessment of cooperation in eight grades, while 

the male students of the same age are the least willing to cooperate.  

The degree, up to which the students of the observed school are ready to take care of 

others, along with the difference between female and male students within that dimension 

of interpersonal relationships, is presented in the Table 2. 

 

Table 2. Self-assessment of the willingness to take care of others 

 

Grade 
I am ready to take care of others 

m AS m SD m f AS f SD f N AS SD t df p 

Third 22 3.5 1.336 26 4.38 0.982 48 3.98 1.234 2.625 46 0.011 

Fourth 26 4.23 1.031 24 4.04 1.082 50 4.14 1.053 0.635 48 0.527 

Fifth 24 4.21 0.779 25 4.16 0.799 49 4.18 0.781 0.221 47 0.825 

Sixth 22 4.23 0.861 23 4.04 0.705 45 4.13 1.005 0.811 43 0.421 

Seventh 22 3.55 0.234 30 4.10 0.863 52 3.87 0.970 2.905 50 0.005 

Eighth 25 4.20 0.767 20 4.35 0.587 45 3.96 0.998 2.884 43 0.006 

p<0.05 

 

The results of self-assessment of the willingness to take care of others are poorer 

when the youngest and the oldest students are concerned, but these are also areas in 

which the difference between the male and female students is statistically significant, 

referring to the female students again. However, unlike the willingness to cooperate, the 

willingness to take care of others was more positively assessed by male students of the 

fourth, the fifth, and the sixth grade. In the third grade, female students have very high 

assessment of this statement, while the male students of the same age are the least ready 

to take care of others. 

The degree, up to which the students of the observed school are capable of solving 

problems, along with the difference between female and male students within that 

dimension of interpersonal relationships, is presented in the Table 3. 



Self-assessment of the capability of solving problems is mostly respectable within 

both male and female population, with reference to the fact that younger students (fourth 

and fifth graders) tend to assess their capability of solving problems more positively than 

older students. It may be clearly seen from the table that the differences between male 

and female students vary from grade to grade, mostly in female students‟ favour, but that 

difference is not statistically significant in most of the grades. 

 

Table 3. Self-assessment of the capability of solving problems, N=289 (m=148, f=141) 

 

Grade 
I am capable of solving problems 

m AS m SD m f AS f SD f N AS SD t df p 

Third 22 4.45 1.100 26 4 1.019 48 4.21 1.076 1.470 46 0.148 

Fourth 26 4.5 0.707 24 4.67 0.868 50 4.58 0.784 0.761 48 0.449 

Fifth 24 4.46 0.721 25 4.52 0.653 49 4.49 0.680 0-305 47 0.761 

Sixth 22 4.14 0.888 23 4.09 1.142 45 4.11 1.005 0.163 43 0.871 

Seventh 22 4 0.186 30 4.27 0.639 52 4.15 0.751 1.918 50 0.061 

Eighth 25 4.20 0.767 20 4.35 0.587 45 3.96 0.998 2.884 43 0.006 

p<0.05 

  

Cooperation and conflict are both positive and negative connections in interpersonal 

relationships. However, if the lack of cooperation and conflicts is observed (the lack of 

cooperation, helping the others, and solving problems together) by seeing the obvious 

difference in relation to the desirable condition, then the implicit tendency to resolve and 

remove them is already present, but it is often not recognized in everyday practice, nor is 

it taken into consideration. In classes where male students are the least interested in 

taking care of others, female students demonstrate high assessment levels of helping 

(third grade). In eighth grade, where the male students are the least willing to cooperate, 

female students also demonstrate high assessment levels of cooperation. 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

The aim of this paper was to examine the cooperative structure of an elementary 

school in Osijek, regarding cooperation and conflict as positive, as well as negative 

connection in interpersonal relationships. Even though the obtained results of the research 

cannot be generalized, it is evident that the school in question cannot be regarded as a 

cooperative school; since its cooperativity, as a basic dimension of interpersonal 

relationships, is poorly stressed out (the lack of cooperation, helping, and solving 

problems together is exhibited by 30% of the students). However, if the lack of 

cooperation and the possibility of conflicts is observed by seeing the obvious difference 

in relation to the desirable condition, then the implicit tendency to resolve and remove 

them is already present, but is often not recognized in everyday practice, nor is it taken 

into consideration. 

The cooperative school implements social sensibility and cooperation into its 

curriculum, as well as it promotes sensibility to problems, needs, and desires of students, 

teachers and parents. Its active orientation enables the development of constructive and 

cooperative life alternatives (noticing, thinking, and acting upon it). In that particular 

sense, cooperation stands for adjustment, a relationship in which all participants satisfy 

their needs, but they also adjust to each other. The foundation of the curriculum of 

cooperative school is cooperation, whose basic dimension is interpreted as permanence of 



relationships by Schütz et al. (2000), therefore all future curriculum studies need to 

integrate its qualitative advantages and features.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

In the present paper, the authors analyse a few aspects of the educational role of 

written press, with the resemblances and differences between media communication 

and educational communication. Media supply complementary and not challenging 

information auxiliary that enhances the educational-instructional knowledge in the 

textbooks. Reading the written press accomplishes multiple functions: culturalisation, 

instruction and self-instruction, information and documentation etc. thus, reading 

written press is a means to access cultural values; a tool of cultural and linguistic 

improvement; an efficient study strategy; and a technique of information and 

documentation. This makes the authors support the idea that applied pedagogy 

should focus on the improvement of a special didactics concerning the use of written 

press in education. 

 

Keywords: Mass-media; Press; Written press; Education 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Written press is the oldest (after the book) and the most widespread mass media at 

the beginning of the 21
st
 century. It has all the features of indirect (since the interlocutors 

are not physically present) and multiple communications (since a unique emitter 

addresses several receptors). See from this perspective, the scheme of media 

communication resembles that of communication achieved through education. 

Between the two factors there are also differences – depersonalisation of the message 

(if we leave apart an address of the type “You too can become the winner of this contest 

if…”), lack of feedback (if we disregard the fact that many of the readers of different 

periodicals follow the advice thus offered), the random character of the contact, etc. – 

that belong exclusively to the press. 

The educational role of the press is equally determined by both these resemblances 

and differences. 

The mission of the educator is to use them from a positive perspective aiming at 

getting educational gain. The press can thus turn, from an educational factor, into an 

original and efficient means of education. 

Child finds himself in a particular situation in the middle of this unprecedented 

informational complex: ever since he/she perceives and can communicate, the 

environment bombards him/her continuously with information engendered by the 

environment, by the progressive increase of the instructional climate. Later on, numerous 



and permanent questions from the child answer the need for approaching and getting to 

know with his/her own forces the environment. Kindergarten and school – as 

institutionalised forms of education – thus become for him/her main ways of organising 

information, of conducting information towards social demands. It is known that, ever 

since this age, information supplied and accumulated start to structure gradually into 

systems capable of determining, in time, his/her own original conducts. 

The sphere of the pupil‟s knowledge does not coincide with the sphere of knowledge 

transmitted by the educator since the latter transmits in an orderly way and per fields, 

selectively, a graduation of the information. 

The pupil is offered the opportunity to make information overrun everything 

assimilated at school. He/she can rely on the environment, family, and mass media that 

are accessible. 

Written press thus supplies, through its multiple educational aspects: an attractive 

graphic aspect, a wider area of information, a stronger correlation with the reality, etc. 

The advantages of press reside in the way in which it manages to mobilise the entire 

personality of the pupil through a more active mental activity and through a more focused 

attention (Cerghit 1972: 19). 

Thus, supplying the receiver (the pupil) with a message and acting globally on his/her 

personality, it demonstrates strong educational openness.  

It is, of course, difficult for the teachers to find permanent ways of using the written 

press in teaching (Bourlon 1978). Curricula are very often very loaded, the informational 

level of the class is often heterogeneous, and the pupils‟ possibilities of assimilating in 

time are rather limited. 

On the other hand, we should not forget that the need for newness, the pupils‟ 

“hunger” for information in the process of development of personality is a trend that 

should be exploited, valorised. Since the information supplied by the press is, usually, 

very updated, and the permanence of the message (i.e. the possibility of reading, re-

reading, and re-finding it at any time in periodical collections) is ensured, all this speak 

more of its educational utility. From here the necessity that reading and using written 

press in different school activities become a daily routine.  

In order to be able to use efficiently periodicals in class, educators need first to be 

interested and well-trained, master methodology, and have teaching skills to train press 

readers, authentic analysers and interpreters of information, and not “news hunters”. 

To ensure maximum efficiency of information, interpretation, and proper comment, 

school needs more than it can rely on. Curricula and textbooks are made to answer 

educational needs (intellectual, moral, aesthetic, technological, physical, etc.) and, as a 

consequence, their authors point out, in most cases, the need to transmit information that 

are absolutely necessary and that are rather general. Despite the wish to update textbooks, 

the latter cannot cover all the information necessary to meet young people‟s curiosity. 

Only press, in general, and written press, in particular, can play the role of compensator – 

the only capable of transmitting rapidly the informational pulse of the time. 

We can say that textbooks supply systematic and acknowledged knowledge, while 

press supplies knowledge capable of entering the sphere of interest of the mass of pupils. 

What textbooks supply are knowledge that contribute to the complex training of 

personality, to the improvement of general culture, thus meeting the spiritual needs of the 

pupils no matter the age. 



In the vast context of communication, of its system of successive steps, we can say 

that textbooks on the whole aim at training pupils to become future assimilators of 

knowledge, shaping their need for information. 

Press supplies pupils with a complementary and not challenging informational 

auxiliary that, if assimilated benevolently, strengthen the educational-instructional value 

of the knowledge in the textbook. It is, at the same time, a very useful tool in assimilating 

current information and makes possible a gain of knowledge assimilated through work 

and voluntary effort. 

This assimilation is done depending on the stages of psychical development, 

delineated by the level of organisation of intellectual, volitional, and affective 

capabilities, of the child‟s conscience and personality features (Şchiopu 1968: 49). 

 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

 

2.1. PRIMARY SCHOOL 

 

Primary school pupils, with the features specific to their psychic – concrete thinking, 

iconic and active representation, sense memory, instability of attention – and also with 

features that result from limited school experience, difficulty of reading (slow speed in 

reading, unknown words, dependence on adults and on textbooks, etc. – are presented at 

the time of the contact with the press in a both determined and limited way. 

For the little ones, press may be an illustrated magazine that appeals to the elements 

specific to the newspaper style: titles, letters, graphics, photos, etc. the share of 

illustrations (drawings and photographs) are only another way to supply supplementary 

information, without violating the child‟s state of psychological development. This is why 

we think teachers should know what periodicals their pupils read, if their preferences are 

in the area of those publications that could help in their school activities, and if the pupils 

are accustomed to reading and understanding the necessary information transmitted by 

the publications in discussion. 

Using the press by the teacher can be done by marking certain social, cultural, or 

political events (e.g. anniversaries of personalities, different festive days) or approaching 

certain economic, political, or social aspects (in history, geography, and civil education 

classes). 

Marking certain events, as a first step, is done for the younger pupils in a more 

accessible way and it engages affectively the psychic of the children by using the solemn-

festive context of the moment. Reading can be followed by a discussion in a 

psychological context favourable to participation. Thus, press can contribute to the 

development of speaking and thinking, of the critical spirit and of personal initiative; 

since textbooks are still tributary to the expositive style that appeals to verbal memory, 

press, in general, and written press, in particular, can compensate such deficiencies (for 

instance, in teaching history, a comic can substitute the rigidness of the passages referring 

to a certain event presented in the textbook). 

The use of press in class should not impediment the unitary character of the classes or 

to prevent the achievement of their goal, as well as it should not use too many data and 

quotations. 

Even if we rely on the attractiveness of a doing practical things (for instance, cutting 

out, making up albums and files, etc.), the entire system of activities related to the use of 



press should focus on the facilitation of knowledge acquisition, on making pupils more 

sensitive, on integrating them in the present time. 

 

2.2. SECONDARY SCHOOL AND HIGH SCHOOL 

 

Due to the psychological and individual development of the pupil as a dynamic and 

constructive process, secondary school and, later on, high school allow the passage from 

the pre-logical to logical, from empiric to scientific, under the impact of the socio-cultural 

environment. 

Pupils manage, first, to interiorise extreme actions that, mentally, become concrete 

operations that are the basis fro concept formation; they then think of the verbal discourse 

in an abstract way, building up hypothetical-deductive reasoning. 

Among the features of specific psychic processes of the old school age, we should 

remind the following: 

- developing voluntary and stable attention; 

- increasing the share of logical memory allowing the assimilation of abstract, 

general, and essential data; 

- a more independent and creative thinking; 

- developing the spirit of observation, since the teenager is capable of discerning 

himself/herself general, abstract, and essential elements of the reality; 

- increasing the share of imagination; 

- diversifying the motives of learning besides the extrinsic ones, also activating 

intrinsic motives (wishing to know as much as possible, of facing difficulties, of 

outrunning oneself); 

- contouring an ever more precise, realistic, and stable life ideal within which there 

is a quest for raw models; 

- an more and more intense affective life (this is the period in which they write 

their first poems, when the first diaries appear, when they fall in love for the first 

time, the moment being over-saturated emotionally and affectively, rich in deep 

nuances), etc. 

All this contributes to the changing of the way in which information is assimilated 

and of the way in which older pupils relate their own aspirations to the written press. It 

is now that, valorising optimally the operations of thinking (analysis, synthesis, 

comparison, generalisation, abstraction, concretisation, etc.), he/she is capable of 

analysing in detail and of making covering syntheses of what he/she ahs read. 

This is why, in reading written press, he/she can use certain skills materialised in 

plans of ideas, abstracts, summaries, reports, cards, notes, excerpts, etc., and, as teaching 

methods, exercise, algorithm, debate, problem design, brainstorming, simulation, drama 

(role play), case study, etc. (Tournier 1987). Reading written text, including press 

(particularly newspapers) can help pupils acquiring new knowledge, systematising and 

fixing them, and also acquiring new skills of intellectual work thus setting the bases for 

self-instruction and permanent education. 

Reading the press (particularly newspapers) as a fundamental technique of 

intellectual work accomplishes multiple functions – culturalising, learning (educating and 

self-educating), informing, documenting, etc. 

 

a) Reading written press represents (first) a main way of access to cultural values. 

Systematic reading keeps the humans connected to literary, scientific, and technical 



realities, to the turmoil of social, economic, and cultural life on the whole. Reading, 

stricto sensu, is a very personal and training activity that involves and develops at the 

same time an assimilating intelligence and a critical judgment (Planchard 1976: 129). 

 

b) As a means of communication, written press can be a tool of improving pupils’ 

culture and language.  

A thorough examination of the distinctive traits of a newspaper, for instance, shows 

its place within an original teaching strategy: 

- Availability: bought or subscribed, it is accessible to everybody and anywhere. 

- (Financial) accessibility. 

- Updating: by renewing its contents, it ensures the contact with a living culture 

and language (Barnabà 1989). 

- Variety and focus turn a newspaper into a privileged teaching tool: the variety of 

the contents, with different headings, style variety, and different newspaper styles 

supplied by news in brief, by ads, or by personal ads, finally focus with grouping 

of cultural incursions within a single newspaper. 

- Authenticity of cultural and linguistic materials supplied by written press: 

selection and presentation of these materials. If we admit that any linguistic 

apprenticeship aim at developing communication skills, it is impossible to 

understand the real life of the language and of a way of living without appealing 

to authentic documents that make up their daily character. 

- The specificity of the press compared to other mass communication media clearly 

delineates certain areas of teaching exploitation. Of course, press cannot be 

turned into a unique teaching tool, because one cannot teach relying on just a 

newspaper, but written press cannot be excluded from pupils‟ training in 

understanding no matter what subject. 

- Written press is a living textbook because, associated with other means of 

communication in a mass media environment, it is a communication and 

linguistic improvement tool at the same time. 

In order to establish the place and role of written press within an original teaching 

strategy, we need the following: 

- analyse the support; 

- analyse the contents; 

- analyse the language; 

- establish reading techniques to understand written press. 

Analysing the support supposes an “initiation-discovery” based on the observation of 

heading distribution, of the place of illustrations and of ads, etc. Analysing the contents 

should focus on topic approach and generic approach, as well as on the interactions 

between them. 

Linguistic exploitation is defined by the nature of written press: the newspaper is 

destined to be read and, in this case, the main object is to establish or improve rapid 

reading techniques that can be applied to the most varied written texts”. 

Thus, written press contains the best basic vocabulary repertoire. It also contains a 

type of vocabulary ignored by textbooks and dictionaries, i.e. the cultural vocabulary 

“made up of initials put together and by short forms”. 

A newspaper allows the contact with an extremely varied living language: while the 

textbook supplies teaching texts written in a somehow neuter and seldom artificial 

language, “tailor cut”, the press is characterised by a plurality of styles, registers, and 



levels that allow the pupil to get familiarised with an editorial, an advertising slogan, a 

comic, etc. and perceive, later on, the stylistic differences among two or more 

newspapers. We recommend editing exercises of editorial titles, ads, etc., and comparing 

them with similar information. 

Given the determining role in initiating in a certain culture, teaching use of the press 

is best justified at psychologic level who is also responsible for the high efficiency of any 

training – that of motivation. It is through newspapers that culture is perceived 

spontaneously, as genuine reality. 

 

c) Reading represents an efficient study strategy, an essential part of learning, a very 

personal and training learning activity; it is also an economic and efficient way of 

enriching knowledge in a short period of time, twice or thrice shorter than in oral 

communication (Cerghit 1997: 147). 

Though they claim it is an individualised means of studying and cultivating, written 

press is also related to a socialised learning activity since reading it can be related to 

collective forms of activity: role play, drama, debates, team research, etc. 

Written press is, together with other teaching materials (textbooks, books, etc.), part 

of school life: pupils need, therefore, to learn how to use it, and teachers should 

encourage them to do so. Textbooks are, as we have already shown above, sometimes too 

loaded, too descriptive, and they “lack life”. Despite all the progress made, some of them 

are less interesting and challenging, and they are much behind the modernity of the 

written press or of other mass media, which makes pupils give up learning based on 

textbooks in favour of computers and of the Internet.  

 

d) Reading the press, as well as reading any other printed material, is a technique of 

information and documenting. 

In the era of information boom, reading is not only a literary-cultural activity and a 

teaching method, but also a technique of information and documenting absolutely useful 

in modern man‟s activity. Results obtained in one‟s professional life, in scientific 

research, in artistic and technical creation, in scientific research, etc. depend more and 

more on the opportunities of rapid information and documenting in the fields.  

Through press language (comics, ad images, etc.), pupils can reach the scientific 

language of modern science, a language of high concentration of means and of depth of 

significations. As an efficient training of thought, acquiring these languages allows, at the 

same time, attractive activities and also possessing some ad means that open access to 

books, albums, studies, and other types of works of our modern world. 

In the act of information and documenting, as well as in the act of learning, there are 

different special decoding techniques, different types of reading applicable to any printed 

texts, including written press. Pupils learn how to learn, to inform themselves, to search 

for present data and, normally, for each of these goals there is a certain attitude and a 

special reading technique.  

The problem here is not only to help the pupils master these techniques, but to also 

make them pass from one technique to another in order to increase the efficiency of the 

printed text in the system of school training. Cerghit (1997) claims that speaking of 

modernising working with written press means bearing in mind, at the same time, 

educating one‟s reading skills, an active attitude during the reading process, and acquiring 

gradually proper and complex self-instruction skills through reading: critical attitude and 

reflexive efforts, search of analogies, of possible transfers of knowledge and ideas, 



assessing and judging, fantasy and anticipation games, synthesis, extrapolating and 

interpolating, “the art of reading and the art of thinking” – says Foughet (in Cerghit 1997:  

153). 

For the reading of written press become a truly active and highly efficient exercise, 

we need it to rely on certain skills trained very early in a child‟s life: 

- reading comprehension, focusing on ideas, discovering notions that express the 

essential, analysing and assessing the read material, reflecting on it, interpreting it 

personally, establishing links between the read material and one‟s personal 

experience, attributing relative values to facts and ideas contained in the text, 

drawing proper conclusions, etc.; 

- asking questions themselves, researching facts out of common, and that can be 

used in new situations, reminding already assimilated facts and data and 

associating present facts and data, easily interpreting means of expression found 

in newspapers (drawings, photographs, graphs, etc.); 

- taking notes in a useful and practical manner, significant data during the reading 

(vocabulary notes, critical opinions, excerpts transcriptions, etc.). 

All these skills also generate ergonomic requirements of reading in pupils. We start 

from the following premises: 

- any type of written material represents more than just an auxiliary in the 

instructional process; 

- written text – fiction books, textbooks, and also newspapers – are a more 

comfortable and accessible means of information that cab be sued depending on 

one‟s needs and interests repeatedly and whose contents can e easily assimilated 

when the pressure of the factor time is lower; 

- for the reader, the highest benefit of reading is educational contribution because it 

brings readers closer in humanity, conferring them a feeling of solidarity, 

enriching their universe of life and work; 

- reading remains a fact of culture, of knowledge, of closeness, of understanding, 

of cooperation, and of mutual help, thus contributing to shortening of distance 

between humans. 

 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

On the ground of these considerations, we can draw a few conclusions concerning the 

relationship between written press and school: 

- the significance of the written press, together with other mass media (book, 

radio, TV, Internet, etc.) are no longer topics but ways of using it: this is why 

improving special didactics in using written press can represent a task for both 

applied pedagogy and education science; 

- the main task of the relationship between written press and school is to train 

pupils‟ capability of using conscientiously this material, processing, 

systematising and applying independently the information; 

- we need to acquire, group and systematise the information from written press 

and to introduce them in the system of previous information: to do s, information 

should be selected and appreciated critically through comparisons, logically and 

empirically, through abstracting and generalisation, etc., all allowing the drawing 

of conclusions; 



- used methodically, written press can become a passionate teaching tool: it can 

be an intriguing and varied complement of curricula, allowing both knowledge 

updating and closeness among subjects. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Some of the main objectives of education are to improve the student’s 

understanding and to cultivate his/her desire to learn. In this context, some of the 

learning activities can be organised per groups, which stimulates the students. In 

order to achieve a group task, children cooperate, bring in new ideas, bring in some 

of their own experience and compare it with the experience of his mates thus learning 

from one another, seeking and choosing solutions, trying hard to manage the task of 

their group. Thus, one’s own ideas can be modified in the light of new experiences. 

Using interactive methods and techniques promotes learning because each member of 

the group feels somehow responsible for the tasks of his/her group, seeking to get 

involved, to communicate with his/her mates, to listen to and to observe somebody 

else’s opinions, and to make the right choice. Thus, the student becomes an active 

participant to the learning activity. Organising classes with the help of interactive 

methods and techniques in order to increase the degree of active, creative 

involvement in school needs to ensure the following: stimulating productive thinking, 

critical thinking, divergent and lateral thinking, the freedom of speaking of one’s 

knowledge, thoughts, and deeds. In this context, such activities as spontaneity, 

creativity, and originality are proper and they contribute to the development of free 

thinking and acting. The paper presents a few interactive methods and techniques that 

can be used in secondary school classes. 

 

Keywords: Interactive methods; Interactive techniques; Didactic methodology; 

Education 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

As a sub-system of the macro-educational system, school contributes, through its 

educational offer, to the structuring of route maps for an individual‟s personality 

(self)training and (self) development, preparing him/her to be the beneficiary of 

continuous education.  

In this context, the relationships between trainer and trainee are open, and they are 

based on mutual assistance, on constructive dialogue, and on cooperation. This vision 



promotes close cooperation between school and the educational community, directing the 

students towards the real world, promoting investigation, interrogation, and discussion; 

there is no longer control, and the focus is on process. The teacher is an animator, a 

moderator. 

School and its people are now at the boundary between modernism and post-

modernism. In modern societies, knowing is the equivalent of science and it is important 

as such. People search for optimal ways to acquire “knowledge”, “science” from as many 

fields as possible, considering they are acknowledged as educated people. In a post-

modern society, knowledge should be functional, useful; the student should learn not only 

to “know” and stock information from different fields, to show just how “educated” 

he/she is, but also to “do”, to “use” what you now, to “apply” what you have accumulated 

for your benefit and for the benefit of other people. This is the postmodernist education 

desideratum.  

Postmodernist pedagogy takes into account educators that ease knowledge and take 

part in building up knowledge – because knowledge is useful. 

Student‟s activism as involved by the teacher‟s strategies in the educational process is 

an imperative of postmodernist orientation in education. Postmodernist school should 

motivate the student to learn and to facilitate the process of learning, organising and 

developing interactive work strategies, with focus on the usefulness of knowledge and on 

the necessity of knowledge in life. Educators should be interested mainly in what the 

students wish to learn and in what they can do with this knowledge. The role of the 

teacher is, therefore, not to overload the students, but to show them what to do with what 

they know. 

Analysing the position of the teacher, the Romanian pedagogue Ioan Neacsu claims 

that “educators are asked, nowadays, and on a continual basis, to promote efficient 

learning. Not just any learning, but a participative, active and creative one”. Activities 

meant to increase active and creative involvement should, therefore: ensure productive 

thinking, critical thinking, divergent and lateral thinking, freedom of speech in narrating 

knowledge, thoughts, and facts. Using skills and abilities specific to each individual, 

stirring the interest in novelty, and supplying the satisfaction of finding the solution after 

a long search, developing the ability of managing materials and ideas through portfolios 

on one‟s own activities are major coordinates of cooperative learning. 

The desiderata of modernising and improving didactic methodology are 

circumscribed to the increase of the active character of teaching methods, to the 

application of formative methods, to the valorisation of new educational technologies (e-

learning), contaminating and overlapping problematisation and learning methods and 

techniques thus managing to contribute to the development of the entire potential of the 

student. 

Diversified methodology and the combination of cooperation activities and 

independent work is a must in postmodernist education. Promoting interaction between 

participants‟ minds and between personalities, leads to a more active and efficient 

learning. 

These interactive methods – „each one teach one‟, „taking a stand‟, „thinking on your 

feet‟ – the pres formula, aquarium – fishbowl, brainstorming, case studies, debates, 

exhibitions, field trips, folk stories and myths, games, hypothetical problems, ice 

breakers/focusers, inviting experts, jigsaw game, lectures, moots, newspapers and 

magazines, open-ended stimulus, opinion polls, participant presentations, puppets, 

question and answer, radio and television, ranking exercises, role plays, simulations, 



small group discussions, songs, theater, values clarification, and visual aids – can be 

classified depending on their didactic function in: 

- interactive teaching-learning methods (reciprocal teaching/learning, jigsaw 

game, cascades, student teams achievements division, teams/games/tournaments, 

etc.); 

- knowledge fixing, systematising and checking methods (cognitive map, 

conceptual map, spider map-webs, lotus blossom technique, etc.); 

- problem solving methods through creativity stimulation (brainstorming, star 

bursting, thinking hats, carousel; multi-voting, round table, group interview, case 

study, critical incident, Phillips 6/6, 6/3/5 technique, creative controversy, 

aquarium – fishbowl, focus group, four corners, Frisco, synectics; buzz-groups, 

Delphi). 

 

2. MATERIAL AND METHODS 

 

Here are a few interactive methods and techniques that can be used in class. 

 

Reciprocal teaching/learning: in this case, students are teachers themselves and have 

to explain their pairs how to solve problems. Thus, students are put into groups of 4 and 

they have to play well defined roles: one of them makes a short abstract of the text read, 

another one asks the clarifying questions, a third one has a general view and tries to 

answer the group‟s questions, and the fourth one is the one who figures out the future 

development of the events. The method is suited to the study of fiction or scientific texts. 

The students of the same group cooperate in understanding the text and in solving the 

working tasks, while conclusions are drawn frontally. The groups have different texts on 

the same topic or they can have fragments of the same text. They can work on different 

cards which they fill in cooperatively or on a single card, on which each of them is 

assigned a precise task. The advantages of this method are beyond question: it stimulates 

and motivates; it helps students learn working methods and techniques, techniques of 

intellectual work that they can use later independently; it develops the ability of speaking, 

the attention, the thinking with its operations and active listening ability; it stimulates the 

capacity of focusing on the text and the skill of selecting the essential.  

 

Jigsaw or the method of interdependent groups is a strategy based on team learning. 

Each student ahs a learning task in which he/she ahs to become an expert. At the same 

time, he/she is also responsible for the transmission of the information acquired to his/her 

mates. The method supposes a thorough preparation of the material to be studied. The 

educator suggests a topic to be studied which he/she divides into four sub-topics. For ach 

topic, the educator needs to supply a title or a question. Each member of the group gets 

the materials to study necessary to each of the four sub-topics, structured in a scheme. At 

the end of the activity, the students share what they have learned about the sub-topic in 

discussion. The class should be organised in groups that should not hinder themselves. 

The object of the study can constitute the topic of homework; at the time of the 

reconstitution of the jigsaw, each “expert” makes his/her own contribution. 

 

Thinking hats is an interactive technique meant to stimulate creativeness and 

imagination based on the performance of different roles, depending on the hat the student 

has chosen. There are 6 thinking hats coloured in white, red, yellow, black, blue, and 



green. The 6 students choose their hats and play their roles according to the colour of the 

hat: the white hat is neuter, hence the participant has to be objective; the red hat supplies 

an emotional perspective on the events; the black hat is negativist, pessimistic; the yellow 

hat is the symbol of positive and constructive thinking, of optimism; the blue hat is the 

director of the orchestra and asks for the help of the other hats, defining the problem and 

conducting the questions, rearranges the information during the activity, and develops 

main ideas and conclusions, monitors the game and focuses on the observance of the rules 

the green hat is the creative one, asking for a surplus of creativity. Roles can be 

interchanged and the participants are free to say what they think, provided they observe 

the role they play. This method is a game in itself. For this method to be successful, it is 

important that the teaching material be rich and the 6 hats to be attractive. The great 

advantage of this method is that it develops linguistic skills, logical intelligence, and 

interpersonal intelligence. Here is a possible sample of questions/behaviours (Table 1): 

 

Table 1. Possible questions in the Thinking Hats game 

 

White hat Red hat Yellow hat Black hat Blue hat Green hat 
- What 

information 

do we have? 

- What 

information 

do we lack? 

- What 

information 

would we like 

to have? 

- How can we 

get 

information? 

- I put on the 

red hat and 

this is how I 

see things… 

- My feeling is 

that… 

- I don‟t like 

the way you 

did it. 

- What are 

these ideas 

based on? 

- What are 

the 

advantages? 

- What way 

should we 

take? 

- If we start 

like that, we 

will surely 

make it! 

- What are the 

errors? 

- What bothers 

us? 

- What are the 

risks? 

- Does the 

regulation 

allow it? 

- Can we put 

it short? 

- What is the 

next step? 

- What are 

the main 

ideas? 

- Let‟s not 

waste our 

time and 

let‟s focus 

on…, right? 

- The chance 

is to… 

- How could 

we approach 

the issue? 

- Can we do 

it otherwise? 

- Is there 

another 

explanation? 

 

Star bursting is a method meant to develop creativity. It is similar to brainstorming 

(see below). Its goal is to get as many questions as possible and, thus, as many 

connexions between concepts as possible. It is a way to stimulate individual and group 

creativity. Organised in groups, this method facilitates the participation of the entire 

group, it stimulates the development of questions to other questions, like brainstorming 

builds ideas on ideas. The procedure is rather simple: we write the problem whose 

solution must be “found out” on a sheet of paper, and then we list as many questions as 

possible related to the problem. A good starting point is one of the questions What? 

When? How? Why?, some of which lead to more complex ones, hence to more difficult 

questions to answer. 

 

Brainstorming or “delayed assessment” is an interactive method meant to develop 

new ideas from the talks between several participants. The result of these talks is 

followed by the choice of the best solutions to solve the problem. Reaching the best 

solution is possible if we stimulate creativeness within the group in a lacking criticism, 

non-inhibiting atmosphere as a result of delaying the moment of evaluation (the stage of 

critical appreciations). In little children classes, topics fit for such group talks are related 

to the development of rules and to the production of widely applicable solutions: the class 



inner order regulation, the school inner order regulation, how to get better grades in 

certain subjects, managing the class, etc. 

 

The mayor’s method or the snowball method is based on the combination between 

individual activity and cooperative activity within the groups. It consists in incorporating 

the activity of each member of the class in a wider collective initiative meant to lead to 

the solving of a task or of a problem. This method has several phases: the introductory 

phase – the teacher announces the topic; the individual work phase – each student works 

individually for 5 minutes to solve the problem; the pair-work phase – desk mates confer 

and note down all the solutions supplied; the larger-groups constitution phase – students 

debate the solutions within groups made up of an even number of pairs; collective 

solution report phase; and decision-making phase. This method has the advantage of 

stimulating cooperative learning, of increasing trust in one‟s own forces by testing the 

ideas first individually, then in smaller groups, and finally collectively. The disadvantages 

are at evaluative level – it is very difficult to establish what the contribution of each 

participant was and its share. 

 

The cluster is a graphic method of organisation and integration of information in the 

course of learning and it can be used either at the beginning of the class (initial cluster) or 

after reading the text (revised cluster). 

 

Several heads put together is a strategy aiming at cooperative learning in groups of 

3-4 students, ensuring the involvement of all the students through group debates. 

 

 The Interactive System of Grading and Making Efficient Reading and Thinking 

trains the student in the checking up of the correctness of information after reading a text. 

This method replaces boring reading with attractive, efficient reading. Results are marked 

by symbols in a table with 4 columns: 

- confirmation of information levels; 

- disconfirmation of information levels; 

- occurrence of new information; 

- occurrence of confuse information. 

 

Cubes are a strategy aiming at studying a topic from several perspectives. The goal is 

to broaden the student‟s horizon. On each side of the cube, there is a task, and the activity 

is carried out in groups of 5-6 students trained to solve problems. 

 

Diamond and the tale pyramid is a very attractive, valuable strategy since the 

students are expected to also synthesise the main ideas in a text. This method supposes, in 

the study of nature (environmental) following the steps below: 

- 1 word for the region in which lives the chosen animal; 

- 2 words for environmental adaptations; 

- 3 words for its features; 

- 4 words for its food; 

- 5 words for analysis. 

These words make up the pyramid, and going down leads to the “diamond”. 

 

 



3. CONCLUSIONS 

 

Interactive methods can be sued successfully in class at different moments. They can 

be means of knowledge, of stocking, of fixing, and of selecting information thus 

increasing the student‟s interest in learning. Interactive methods also ensure optimal 

conditions for the students to stand up individually and as a team. 

Organising the process of learning through interactive methods, through group 

activities stimulate students‟ spontaneity and creativity; thus, someone‟s ideas are 

generated or enriched by somebody else‟s ideas contributing collectively to reaching the 

goal (task solving, where the tasks are not “mine”, but “ours” and, therefore, should be 

solved conscientiously). 
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L’hypothèse de notre travail est un truisme : l’homme vient dans le monde tout à 

fait ignorant – il lui faut quelques années pour apprendre à marcher, pour apprendre 

à parler. C’est la conclusion des anthropologues. Les médecins d’aujourd’hui 

recommandent, d’ailleurs, que les parents parlent avec leurs enfants avant même leur 

naissance. L’enfant apprend le langage «correct », c’est-à-dire le langage de ses 

parents. L’hypothèse de notre travail est le suivant : l’enfant apprend la vie par le 

langage, dans le cadre d’une véritable pédagogie de la parole. Nous proposons, pour 

notre démonstration, quelques expressions d’un enfant de 5 ans. 

 

Mots clefs : Education; Langage; Métaphore; Pédagogie 

  

COMMUNICATION – LANGAGE 

  

Les spécialistes sont, généralement, bien d‟accord avec le fait que la source du 

langage est le dialogue. Les premiers hommes ne se sont pas contenté de nommer les 

choses, mais ils ont « confié » leurs révélations aux autres, à leurs compagnons : « Le 

langage, par son essence même, ne suppose  que le monologue ; le fondement du langage 

est la relation entre deux personnes qui parlent, pour le moins. » (Slama-Cazacu 1961)  

Si les marxistes expliquaient l‟origine du langage par le travail, le travail et encore le 

travail, voilà qu‟il existe des linguistes qui posent la parole en relation avec la 

communication. Si la communication est apparue dans le processus du travail ou dans 

d‟autres circonstances, cela a, sûrement, moins d‟importance. L‟important est que la 

communication suppose le dialogue : « Mais la genèse du langage est serrement liée au 

mobil fondamental de la communication... Le commencement du langage signifie le 

début d‟un dialogue élémentaire. » (Idem) 

Ce qui nous intéresse le plus dans notre travail est la relation entre le début du 

langage et le langage des enfants, entre ces deux notions existant, d‟ailleurs, une étroite 

liaison. Il y a des théories qui parlent de la ressemblance entre le langage enfantin et celui 

des premiers hommes : « L‟apparition du langage est précédée par de formes 

rudimentaires de dialogue, de formes très élémentaires. » (Idem) 

Quand il s‟agit du langage des enfants, de la communication entre enfant et mère etc., 

on parle d‟un tout autre niveau du langage. On peut le nommer, même, un pré-langage, 

quand il est question d‟une communication non-verbale : « La communication entre mère 

et enfant pendant les premiers six mois et même jusqu‟à l‟âge d‟un an se fait aussi à un 

niveau non-verbal, avec des moyens comparables à ceux du monde animal. » (Spitz 1997) 

Cela veut dire qu‟entre mère et enfant s‟établit un niveau de communication 

« secrète », basée surtout sur l‟affectivité, signes non-verbaux, messages subliminaux. 

Les « modifications » du langage des enfants sont « les produits », en partie, de la 

participation affective dans le dialogue. Il s‟agit, bien sûr,  de la méconnaissance partielle 



de la langue, car l‟enfant commence à peine à l‟apprendre, mais aussi d‟un traitement 

affectif des mots, qui diffèrent, d‟un cas à l‟autre, en fonction de la relation affective de 

l‟enfant avec sa mère : « Au cours du développement du langage humain, cette forme 

primitive de communication représente cette portion phylogénétiquement déterminée que 

nous possédons tous à la naissance sous une forme d‟une Anlage. » (Idem).  

Ce niveau de langage va changer, dans le temps, en gagnant une autre dimension, 

ontogénétique, dimension par laquelle l‟homme communique non seulement des 

sensations, des sentiments, mais aussi sa vision sur le monde, sur l‟existence : « Plus tard, 

un développement ontogénétique spécifiquement humain se greffera sur cette Anlage 

phylogénétique. Cette greffe ontogénétique consiste en une communication volitive, 

allocentrique (dirigée) qui opère selon des signes et signaux sémantiques. » (Idem).  

Ce qui nous semble le plus important c‟est la dimension symbolique du langage, que 

les scientifiques attribuent seulement aux adultes, mais que nous croyons bien appartenir 

aux enfants : « Sa plus grande réalisation sera constituée par le développement de la 

fonction symbolique. Le rôle de la fonction symbolique n‟est pas limité à la 

communication allocentrique. Elle opère aussi à l‟intérieur de l‟individu, par exemple 

dans le processus de l‟idéation en tant qu‟intracommunication. » (Idem).  

Si l‟on prend comme certitude quelques théories sur les symboles, on pourrait dire 

même que la pensée des enfants est surtout symbolique, car ils sont très souvent tentés 

de remplacer un objet avec un autre, objets qui n‟existent pas dans la réalité : « Un 

symbole est un signe qui remplace un objet, une action, une situation, une idée ; il a une 

signification qui va au-delà des apparences formelles. » (Idem). 

 

(NE PAS) PARLER AUX ENFANTS – LA MAGIE DU MOT 

 

Il est bien clair le fait qu‟entre la pensée et la parole il y a une relation étroite, surtout 

quand il s‟agit des enfants. Les cas des enfants élevés par des animaux, qui ne savaient 

pas du tout parler, mais seulement mugir, hurler, miauler etc., sont connus. La parole 

développe la pensée des enfants et la modernité a fait un véritable culte de cette idée-là. 

On dit déjà que l‟enfant entend et comprend tout avant sa naissance même, dans le ventre 

de sa mère. Ainsi qu‟il est recommandé, dit-on, de parler avec son bébé avant qu‟il 

n‟existe. Ce qui est sûr c‟est que l‟enfant d‟aujourd‟hui est bien plus « intelligent », plus 

précoce que ses « prédécesseurs ». Il a les jeux sur l‟ordinateur, il a le livre vidéo, il jouit 

d‟objets qui étaient de la pure littérature science-fiction auparavant.  

Vrai ou faux, c‟est la réalité: « Alors nous nous sommes mis à parler aux bébés. A 

tout leur dire, tout le temps, à leur parler comme à des adultes. […] Fascinés par ce 

monde d‟origine, envoûtés par la parole, nous nous sommes commis alchimistes du 

verbe, magiciens de la parole, et nous nous sommes mués en une nouvelle race de fées 

qui se penchent sur le berceau et délivrent – en quelques bons mots – le bébé de tous ces 

liens serrés qui l‟entravent, l‟empêchent de s‟épanouir, le font souffrir, maigrir, vomir 

etc. » (Pascale 1995) Quelques linguistes prononcent un mot très à la mode : magie. Les 

paroles ont, pour les enfants, l‟effet d‟une véritable magie : « Magies des mots dits qui 

dénouent. Magie de la parole qui s‟adresse aux bébés, qui délivre et restaure. » (Idem) 

Une chose est vraiment imputable à la modernité, du point de vue de la relation enfant – 

parents : la fuite du sens. On n‟est pas sûr si, dans cette perte de signification, la partie 

n‟est plutôt gagnée par l‟enfant, car n‟importe quel geste ou mot a, du point de vue de 

l‟enfant, un sens. Or, la modernité accuse la fuite du sens de toutes les voies de l‟homme, 

même de la (horribile dictu) religion : « Mais le sens à donner à ces paroles, et qui les 



rendent légitimes et opératoires, nous l‟avons oublié, nous l‟oublions parfois, nous 

troquons le sens pour le verbiage, nous espérons la magie alors que nous ne sommes que 

des apprentis-sorciers, voire – plus banalement – des parents « acceptables », comme 

dirait B. Bettelheim, tout au plus acceptables. » (Idem) D‟autres spécialistes affirment, 

d‟ailleurs, que pour les petits enfants, ce qui est le plus important ce n‟est pas le mot 

proprement dit et son sens, mais sa musique. La musicalité des mots est, au fait, une 

dimension sur laquelle se base une grande partie des jeux des enfants : « Posons donc que 

la parole adressée au bébé est musique avant tout. De nombreux linguistes ont analysé le 

corpus même des discours parentaux en déchiffrant chaque son, chaque intonation. Ils ont 

montré de façon très précise que l‟on parle à un bébé selon des modalités tout à fait 

particulières, que la prosodie des énoncés est spécifique, dans leur durée, leur 

structuration temporelle, leur intensité. Cela confère au discours parental une véritable 

courbe mélodique, un rythme, une dynamique qui n‟existent que dans le cadre des 

échanges et qui se soutiennent d‟une mise en mouvement, très physique, de tout le 

corps. » (Idem) 

 

LE LANGAGE DES ENFANTS, « IMITATION » DU LANGAGE DES ADULTES 

 

Il faut dire qu‟une grande partie de l‟effet humoristique des enfants vient du fait que, 

dans la « pratique » du verbe, ils essaient d‟imiter les adultes. Les fautes, les coupages, 

les rigolos viennent exactement de ce côté-là ; les enfants se comportent maintes fois 

comme de véritables échos. Voilà une merveilleuse légende de l‟écho : « Pour avoir être 

trop bavarde, Echo subit, de la part de celle qui avait le plus souffert de ses excès de 

parole, une bien étrange punition…). Et la vengeance de Junon a enlevé à la nymphe 

perfide la possibilité de < prendre la parole >, de parler de son propre chef, de parler de 

son propre désir ; en guise de parole, elle ne pouvait plus que répéter ce que d‟autres 

venaient de dire. » (Idem) L‟imitation est très forte chez les enfants et toute étude sur le 

langage de ceux-ci  doit tenir compte de cela : « Un petit enfant, dans les mois qui 

précèdent son accès au langage, est un peu dans la situation d‟Echo après sa punition. 

Une langue l‟environne et l‟entoure comme l‟entourait le corps de sa mère quelques mois 

plutôt, comme l‟entourait le liquide amniotique dans lequel il était baigné. » (Idem)  

Un élément très important de la vie de l‟enfant est l‟affectivité en fonction de laquelle 

il « organise » tout son univers. La présence « massive » » de l‟affectivité chez l‟enfant a 

déterminé quelques spécialistes à signaler même un « style » enfantin dans le langage : 

« La façon dont se présente la parole des enfants, la transformation propre – par sa pensée 

et par le mélange de l‟affectivité – des moyens par lesquels il s‟exprime, le choix et 

l‟utilisation dans une manière spécifique des éléments lexico-sémantiques, 

morphosyntaxiques, « extralinguistiques » (geste de la main, mimique, geste 

pantomimique), quelquefois même de la structure phonologique nous détermine à 

considérer qu‟on peut parler d‟un véritable style du langage de l’enfant » (Slama-

Cazacu 1957)  

Nous présentons, dans ce qui suit, quelques expressions appartenant à notre fille, 

Anne-Marie, de 5 ans et demi, et qui offrent un matériel très riche et en même temps 

intéressant sur le langage des enfants. De la multitude des exemples, nous n‟avons choisi 

qu‟un petit nombre, c‟est-à-dire seulement ceux qui n‟ont pas trop perdu par la traduction. 

L’abeille est noir coupé. L‟enfant veut dire, au fond, que l‟abeille (en fait, la guêpe) a 

le corps noir, avec des lignes jaunes. Mais, en voyant le corps comme un tout (noir), les 



lignes jaunes, qui ne sont d‟ailleurs que des signes d‟avertissement, lui semblent comme 

de véritables coupures. Le résultat est une image un peu surréaliste, voire science-fiction. 

En entendant le bruit d‟une scie dans la cour voisine, à la campagne (ce bruit-là est 

impossible d‟entendre en ville), notre fille a demandé : Qu’est-ce que ça gratte ? Bien sûr 

que le bruit d‟une scie gratte l‟oreille, pour ceux qui n‟y sont pas habitués, mais l‟enfant 

n‟est pas allé si loin dans la métaphore du langage : il a fait une analogie entre le son du 

crayon sur le papier et le bruit fait par la scie : Qu’est-ce que ça gratte ainsi ? 

Un grand nombre de perles naissent de l‟affectivité. L‟anniversaire est, selon nous, un 

des moments les plus importants de la vie d‟un enfant, peut-être même plus que Noël ou 

Pâques : c‟est son moment à lui seul, qu‟il ne partage avec personne ; ni avec Père Noël, 

ni avec « le lapin ». Un des jeux préférés de notre fille c‟est l‟anniversaire de sa poupée. 

La séquence la plus importante est celle où du gâteau anniversaire. Une fois, les invités 

sont venus plus tard. Ils ont commencé à chanter « Bon anniversaire » et notre fille leur a 

dit : Ne me chantez plus Bon anniversaire, car je viens de couper le gâteau. Ce qui était 

important venait de se passer. 

Les enfants sont tentés de faire des choses eux-mêmes : préparer le gâteau, balayer la 

cour, etc. Un jour, sa mère épluchait une mandarine. Notre fille a réagit immédiatement, 

en disant : C’est moi qui vais courber la mandarine. 

Un autre aspect du langage des enfants c‟est la créativité. Un exemple est la catégorie 

des mots. Un nom, comme le chocolat, peut devenir verbe, comme dans l‟exemple 

suivant : J’aime tout ce qui est chocolaté (le roumain n‟a pas ce type de participe passé). 

On peut tout casser : le vase, la bouteille, le verre. Sauf, bien sûr, la paume. En se 

blessant la paume, notre fille a répliqué : Ma paume est cassée. 

Un jour, nous sommes partis nous promenade en ville. Comme nous n‟étions pas sûr 

d‟avoir refermé la porte, nous sommes allé vérifier. En voulant aider son père à rejoindre 

la famille, notre fille a dit : Rentrons pour récupérer notre père de la route. 

Pendant le Carême, nous jeûnons, condition (importante, mais pas essentielle) de la 

fête religieuse. Un jour, au supermarché, devant l‟étalage des huiles, notre fille a pris une 

bouteille sur laquelle il y avait deux olives : Papa, je veux t’acheter une huile de prunes, 

que tu aimes tant (l‟eau-de-vie de prunes roumaine est facile à reconnaître d‟après les 

deux prunes de l‟étiquette). 

Les enfants ressentent le besoin d‟exprimer leur affectivité avec des moyens « plus 

forts ». C‟est ainsi que naissent des formules comme Je t’aime beaucoup et dodu.  

En conclusion, le langage des enfants est un sujet très intéressant d‟étude et, en même 

temps, un vrai trésor au point de vue de la richesse du langage. Quelquefois, les élèves 

(les enfants) peuvent remplacer leurs professeurs (les parents).   
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ABSTRACT 

 

The present paper aims at presenting an analysis of the main strategies and 

methods in psychological research used mostly in psycho-diagnose to better know 

students: observation, conversation, experiment, and psychological questionnaire, 

and biographical method, analysis of one’s own products, data analysis and 

processing. For each method, we took into account the following: conditions, 

typology, advantages and disadvantages, as well as the specific modalities of 

application among students. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

As a form of the gnoseological process, psychological research aims at studying 

psychical phenomena and features. 

The complexity of the research object in psychological research, the subjective nature 

of the psychic has an impact on the methodology used in psychological research, granting 

it particular features. 

Any form of knowledge, psychological one included, is possible due to a series of 

methods that are guided in general by the conception of researchers and by theoretical 

and scientific principles, i.e. by research methodology. 

The specificity and difficulty of psychological knowledge are the result of several 

factors, among which: the fact being studied is subjective and ideal, it belongs to the 

individual, and it depends on his/her state, on his/her history, while in other sciences 

(biology, physics, chemistry) it is objective, material; psychological knowledge is 

achieved indirectly, through the study of external, behavioural attitudes indicating 

internal, subjective states and relationships; in the case of self-knowledge, the studied 

subject identifies with the researcher. 

Though it is complex and difficult, psychological knowledge is very profitable. It is 

achieved using varied research methods. The research method is the pathway regulating 

intellectual and practical actions allowing the reaching of a goal. The method is not a 

given, immutable structure: it is subjected to changes, corrections, and improvement, thus 

becoming more adequate and more efficient.  

Classifying psychological research methods can be done depending on several 

criteria. Thus, there are: methods of collecting and processing information; methods of 

intensive and extensive investigation of the psychic, and methods of diagnosis and 



prognosis; general and applicative (psycho educational, psycho ergonomic, 

psychotherapeutic, etc.) methods. 

None of these psychological research methods, no matter how elaborate and complex, 

is not enough in itself to know psychologically and scientifically an individual, hence the 

need for the researcher to have a research strategy. 

A psychological research strategy supposes the following path: documenting; 

establishing goals and objectives; designing working hypotheses; choosing and defining 

methods, means, and subjects; specifying research conditions; establishing ways of 

processing and interpreting data, and of validation. 

The following strategies are frequently used in psychological research: genetic 

research, which supposes the study and genesis of the evolution of psychic phenomena 

and of behaviour at two levels – phylogenetic and onthogenetic; compared research, 

which retains mainly the qualitative differences between different evolutive stages of the 

psychic, by comapring the human and animal psychic, the child and adult psychic, etc.; 

psycho-pathological research, which aims at studying deviations of the psychic and 

behavioural fucntions; longitudinal research, which supposes the monitoring of an 

individual along several stages of his/her life; transversal research, which involves 

several individuals at different levels of psychic development. 

The methods most used in psychological research strategeis are: 

 

1. OBSERVATION 
 

Observation is one of the oldest research methods, used by other sciences also. It is 

ferquently used since it is very easy to apply technically and does not require any 

sophisticated equipment. 

As a method of psychological research, observation consists in thoroughly, 

intentionally, exactly, and systematically monitoring different behaviours of an 

individual, as well as the situational context with a view to seize essential aspects of the 

psychic life. The term “observation” means the exact identification of a phenomenon or 

fact with investigation methods, and then their thorough study. The “observer” is only a 

“photographer” of the fact, and observation should render the exact nature of the fact, of 

the phenomenon. Observation supposes the intentional monitoring and the exact, 

systematic recording of different behaviours of an individual or group, as well as the 

situational context of his/her behaviour. Observation contents covers a stable 

symptomatology (bio-constitutional features: height, weight, skull circumference, etc.; 

physiognomic features: face aspect, head shape, etc.) and a labile symptomatology 

(flexible behaviour: mnesic conduct, verbal conduct, etc.; variety of behavioural 

expressions: affective expressions, etc.).  

Observation can be classified depending on the following: guiding the observational 

act, hence self-observation and observation proper; the presence / absence of the 

observer, hence direct observation (the observer is present and the subjects are aware of 

it), indirect observation (the observer is behind unilateral windows or benefits from close-

circuit cameras), ignored-observer observation (the well-known observer is present, but 

ignored by the subjects), and hidden-observer observation (the observer is hidden behind 

a wall, etc.); involvement or non-involvement of the observer, hence passive observation 

(the observer does not involve in the subjects‟ activity), and active, participative 

observation (the observer becomes a member of the group and takes part in its activities); 

duration, hence continuous observation (over a longer period of time), and discontinuous 



(over shorter periods of time and at different intervals); objective, hence integral 

observation (aiming at several aspects), and selective observation (aiming at a single 

goal). 

The quality of observation depends on the individual psychic features of the observer 

(attention span, suggestibility, etc.), as well as on the type of perception of the observer 

(descriptive, evaluative, perceptive, etc.). 

For observation to be efficient and objectivity, it needs the following: clearly 

establishing the goal: observation should be done on the ground of a pre-established plan 

(goal, aspect, detail, behaviour, etc.); selecting the forms, conditions, and means to be 

used (types of observation, place, time, duration, subject‟s behaviour records, equipment 

used, plan); prompt recording of observations (during the observation or after 

observation); discretion (the subject should not be aware of the observation); 

consequence (following the initial plan, without paying attention to more spectacular 

aspects); veridicity (only facts observed are recorded, not the observer‟s suppositions, 

opinions, or comments – avoiding the observer‟s subjectivity, the “anticipation” effect) 

(Masling 1959); statistic-mathematic processing of the data; an optimal number of 

observations in as varied conditions as possible; the possibility of repeating 

observation to point out the main aspects. 

Observation has a series of advantages: ease of application, economy of material 

means, naturalness, authenticity of relevant phenomena, record of natural behaviour, 

supply of quality data.  

But observation also has a series of disadvantages: duration, impossibility of 

intervening, of isolating or controlling variables, triggering of defence mechanisms in 

subjects that can change the global situation of the social field or of the behaviour of the 

subjects, or even the studied phenomenon. 

 

2. EXPERIMENT 
 

Introducing the experiment as specific method in psychology in 1879 by W. Wunat 

meant the separation of psychology from philosophy and establishing psychology as a 

science. It means the triggering of a psychic fact in well-determined conditions and 

aiming at verifying a hypothesis. 

Since its introduction as method in psychology, the experiment has known a 

continuous evolution from two points of view – sphere of extension (from sensorial 

processes and motricity to psychic processes and functions) and internal structure and 

technical support (from simple, mechanical equipment to ultra-sophisticated, electronic, 

and IT equipment). 

The main features of the experiment are pointed out by the following definition: 

“Experiment also means observing and measuring the effects of manipulating an 

independent variable on a dependent variable in a context in which the action of other 

factors (present, but not involved in the study) is minimal” (Festinger & Ratz 1963).  

Experiment is, therefore, triggered, controlled observation and the basic concepts 

involved are the variables, the experimental situation, and the experimental manipulation. 

The variable designates any objective or subjective fact that can be modified either 

qualitatively or quantitatively, with different degrees of intensity. There are two types of 

variables: independent (in which the variation is directly influenced by the experimenter 

to observe its consequences) and dependent (in which variation depends on the 

independent variable).  



The basic scheme of a psychological experiment includes the following: S (stimulus), 

the independent variable; R (response), the dependent variable; R = f(S), the relationship 

between the two. 

The best-known classification points out three types of experiment – natural, 

laboratory, and psycho-pedagogic. 

A natural experiment is carried out in natural conditions. The task also is natural, 

since the subject carries out his daily activity. Thus, the subjects are not impacted by the 

environment, which is the main advantage of this type of experiment. The disadvantage 

consists in the fact that it is inaccurate and that other factors can have an impact on the 

phenomenon.  

A laboratory experiment is carried out in artificial conditions, since it takes the 

subject of the routine and takes him/her into a lab specially designed, equipped, with 

proper conditions and with well-determined programmes, etc. This type of experiment 

has the advantage of being precise and rigorous through the dosage and precise 

succession of the tasks, through the maximum control of the experimental situation, the 

removal of variables hidden that could have an impact on the results. But it has also the 

disadvantages of the artificial feature of a lab experiment, of the experimentator 

suggesting involuntarily the answers. 

A psycho-pedagogic experiment is a particular form of natural experiment, used in 

the educational process. It can be constative, monitoring the situation at a certain time, 

and formative, introducing factors of progress in order to improve performance. To avoid 

experimental errors, we need to observe a few rules: make sure the subjects are properly 

motivated; ensure representativity of the sample and establishing equivalent experimental 

groups; carry out the experiment first in natural conditions, and then in laboratory 

conditions. 

 

3. CONVERSATION AND INTERVIEW 
 

The method of the conversation and the interview allows the investigation of inner 

life, of intentions, opinions, attitudes, interests, convictions, aspirations, conflicts, 

prejudice, mentality, feelings, values, professional status, desires, expectations, ideals, 

etc. It is a premeditated discussion between the researcher (the psychologist) and the 

subject, based on a direct relationship and on the subject‟s complete sincerity. 

It is a more complicated method and a more difficult to learn one, since the mutual 

influence between the psychologist and the subject is stronger than in any other method, 

also supposing a selection of the facts narrated by the subject. It is also based on the 

introspection ability of the motivated subject.  

There are several types of conversation, depending on the situation: standardised, 

guided, structured conversation, based on the same questions asked in the same order 

and for all the subjects; semi-standardised, semi-structured conversation, in which the 

questions can be changed, their succession can be changed, and supplementary questions 

can be asked; free, spontaneous conversation, which ahs not established questions, 

depending on a particular situation; psychoanalytic conversation (Sigmund Freud), 

based on the method of free association of ideas and used to analyse and interpret 

different issues; non-directive conversation (C. Rogers), which develops the 

psychological conditions that facilitate spontaneous narrations of the subject without 

permanent questions being asked. 



The efficacy of the method depends on the following conditions: the need of a 

previous structuring of the questions by the experimentator; the previous collection of 

information on the subject through observation, analysis of products, etc.; concern for 

anticipating the subject‟s answers for a better strategy; proper motivation of the subjects 

to get true answers. 

The advantages consist in the possibility of obtaining numerous and varied 

information directly from the source, in a relatively short period of time, as well as the 

fact that it needs no sophisticated equipment or installations. 

The disadvantages come from the rather high degree of subjectivity of both the 

experiment and of the subject and from the lack of receptivity resulting from the lack of 

motivation of the subject. 

Together with the conversation, they use the interview which differs from the former 

by the fact that, within the interview, the place of the experimentator cannot be taken by 

the subject since the relationship is unilateral – the experimentator asks the questions and 

the subject answers. 

 

4. PSYCHOLOGICAL INQUIRY 
 

Inquiry supposes the systematic collection of information on the psychic life of an 

individual or social group and their interpretation in order to discern their psycho-

behavioural significance. 

There are two forms of inquiry: questionnaire-based inquiry and interview-based 

inquiry. 

Questionnaire-based inquiry consists in the use of a questionnaire as a working 

instrument in several steps: the previous step: establishing the object of the inquiry, 

documenting, designing the hypothesis, determining the population to be sampled, and 

sampling; the 1
st
 step, consisting in the choice of the techniques, in the questionnaire 

design, and in the establishment of the way it will be applied; the 2
nd

 step, reserved to the 

research proper; the 3
rd

 step, reserved to data processing; the 4
th
 step, reserved to the 

analysis and interpretation of data, as well as to the editing and sharing of the final report. 

The most difficult and, at the same time, the most important moments are the choice 

of the sample, which should be representative, i.e. reproduce at small scale all the features 

of the population to be investigated, and the design of the questions, of the questionnaire. 

Defined as a “logical and psychological succession of written questions or of stimuli-

images in relation to research hypotheses that, through application by inquiry operators or 

by self-administration determines, from the subject, a verbal or non-verbal behaviour that 

is to be recorded in writing” (Chelcea 1975), the questionnaire needs particular attention 

for both question content and for type, form, and order. To avoid the following in 

designing the questions: too general questions, language difficult to understand, artificial, 

tendentious questions, etc. 

Questions can be fact, identity (age, sex, etc.), opinion, attitude, knowledge, and 

motivation related. 

Answers to the questions can be: dichotomic (yes, no), free (upon subject‟s initiative), 

and fan-like (the subject chooses 1 or 2 variants of the supplied ones). 

An interview-based inquiry consists in using the interview to relate experimentator 

and subject. It is a dialogue between participants focusing on the research topic, each 

participant preserving his/her role (emitter or receptor). The interview should be designed 



as we showed above both as a method integrated into other methods and as a method per 

se, with its own laws and features.  

Advantages: both forms of inquiry allow the investigation of a large number of 

subjects in a relatively short period of time, the collection of an extremely rich material, 

as well as the quick processing, particularly when there are pre-codified answers to the 

questions. 

Disadvantages: there can be subjective deformation from both the experimentator 

and the subjects (because this method is based on self-knowledge and self-analysis), and 

the subjects may supply fake information about the phenomenon being investigated. 

 

5. BIOGRAPHICAL METHOD (ANAMNESIS) 
 

This method aims at collecting information concerning the main events, relationships 

between events, and their significance in an individual‟s life, for a better knowledge of 

the “personal history” of the subject. It focuses on the succession of different events in 

the individual‟s life, on the relations between cause-events and effect-events, between 

goals-events and means-events. Causometry and causogramme, newer variants of the 

method, aim right at the capture of the relationships between events. 

The disadvantage of this method consists in the conversion of biographical data into 

scientific data. The experimentator can rely on two categories of data analysis procedures: 

quantitative (selective) procedures (analysing the entire life of the subject) and qualitative 

(integral) procedures (analysing a biographical micro unit of the individual‟s life, from 

the waking up to the moment he/she goes to bed). 

Primary information can be collected directly or indirectly. 

The direct way consists in collecting data directly from the subject to be studied, 

provided the psychologist: determined in advance the typology of the subject‟s 

personality; establishes the dialogue strategy (on the ground of the pre-established 

typology) in order to obtain necessary data and information; makes the subject trust 

him/her and removes all cognitive-affective barriers; keeps a necessary distance by not 

involving affectively in order to dissociate in the subject‟s narratives, real from 

imaginary, sincerity from fake, etc.; records only modal significant events that have 

marked the subject‟s personality; shows prudence, even suspicion about data supplied by 

the subject and checks the information through other methods. 

The direct way consists in the study of documents (school or professional records, 

characterisations, recommendations, diaries, family data, etc.) and in talks with people 

significantly related to the subjects: relatives, friends, colleagues, bosses, subordinates).  

For a better understanding of the subject‟s behaviour, we need to focus on the modal 

periods of psychogenesis: 3 years – getting aware of the self and the ego; 6-7 years – 

adapting to and integrating in the school life; 12-14 – years  puberty and its deep changes; 

16-18 – teenage, ego shaping, structuring of the line and ideal of life. 

Advantages:  naturalness and authenticity of data. 

Disadvantages: lack of completeness or voluntary distortion. 

 

6. PRODUCT ANALYSIS 
 

The features of human personality, the abilities, and availabilities result not only in 

non-verbal, motion, or emotional behaviour, but also in products. Analysing products – 

compositions, drawings, literary products, solutions, etc. – psychologically supplies 



information about the psychic features of an individual, thus allowing his/her scientific 

knowledge. The product thus becomes a mirror of its developer. This method allows 

knowledge of both alive and dead people.  

Using this method supposes a prolonged exercise and particularly the development 

and use of special tests meant to point out the relationships between the different 

elements of the product and/or of the different structures of personality. To do so, we 

need to introduce both quantitative criteria (number, frequency) and qualitative criteria 

(originality, level of performance, use value, aesthetic value, etc.).  

In general, literary and artistic products are relevant for the motivational-affective and 

moral components of the personality, while scientific and technical ones are relevant for 

the cognitive-instrumental and motor components. 

 

7. PSYCHOMETRIC METHODS 
 

Psychometric methods measure psychic features of an individual in order to establish 

their presence or absence and particularly the level and degree of development. The goal 

is to establish a diagnostic in order to make a prognosis. The best known of these methods 

is the method of psychological tests. If initially the tests measured only the intellectual 

development of a child, later on they got to measure abilities with a view to professional 

guidance and nowadays they are used to measure all psychic functions in all the fields of 

activity. 

A test is a relatively short, standardised trial aiming at determining as accurately as 

possible some psychic features. A useful test should be: valid, i.e. to measure what it was 

meant to measure; reliable, i.e. to maintain results stability in time; standardised, i.e. to 

supply the same conditions to the subjects (same tasks, same instructions, same way of 

ranking and interpreting results, same unit of measure, etc.). 

In order for a test to be efficient, the psychologist should: design tests or adapt 

existing tests to the social and cultural conditions of the population being investigated; 

use not only one test, but a test battery and then correlated results with the results of other 

methods; establishing a link between test results and practical activity results. 

Psychological tests can be classified depending on the following: the way it is applied 

(individual and collective); the material used (verbal and non-verbal); duration (strictly 

determined or subject‟s choice); content (performance, knowledge, abilities, intelligence, 

personality, behaviour, emotionality, etc.). 

Like other methods, tests have advantages (objective and standardised measurement) 

and disadvantages (it is only the result they take into account, not the way the result was 

obtained; confusions, ambiguities, rigid classifications, disregard of cultural differences 

between the subjects, etc.). 

A test is also an important source of evidence in psychological experiment, when 

neither the way it is applied, nor the result interpretation observes standardised 

instructions: it follows the internal logic of the experimental model, hypotheses and 

objectives. 

 

8. MODELLING AND SIMULATING 
 

This is a relatively new method resulted from the development of cybernetics and 

artificial intelligence. It consists in designing logical schemes of organisation and 



functioning of psychic fucntions – perception, thought, memory, etc., simulating them on 

a computer and design programmes that reproduce them. 

Mihai Golu (1980) considers that computer simulation of different psychic functions 

is the “highest form of applying the modelling method in psychological research”. 

Simulation methods are, in general, computer programmes validated by comapring 

the trajectory of the living process with its operation on a computer somehow on the 

ground of empirical research. If they have only managed to simulate it in the sphere of 

cognitive processes, at present they are trying to simulate affective-emotional processes 

and even processes of general dynamics of personality. 

 

9. GENETIC AND COMPARED METHOD 
 

This method starts from the unanimously accepted idea that psychic is a phenomenon 

occurred during general evolution, determined by the action of the social and cultural 

environment and thus knowing both onthogenetic ad historical (phylogenetic) 

development. 

The genetic and compared method consists in monitoring a subject or a lot of subjects 

over a longer period of time, enough to point out expectations or the end of an evolutive 

cycle. This method also allows the comparative study of several samples of subjects of 

different ages. 

This method is based on the principle of longitudinality and it occupies the central 

place in a few particular branches of psychology: psychology of the child, psychology of 

the age, differential psychology, educational psychology, etc. 

It is very important, to the psychological theory, not only to point out the differences 

between successive genetic stages, but especially to interpret them – which is the field of 

the genetic and compared method.  
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ABSTRACT 

 

Aggressiveness is still an extremely delicate issue that affects not only certain age 

phases, but also phases in which the individual should be able to manage and control 

these aggressive trends. Teenage is that stage in an individual’s development in 

which aggressiveness is somehow accepted as a form of the conflict between old 

tendencies (the child’s ones) and new ones (the adult’s ones). But serious forms of 

aggressiveness are frequent in the case of the delinquents as an extreme form of 

frustration, of lack of affection and safety from the people responsible for their 

education. 

 

Keywords: Aggressiveness; Teenage; Juvenile delinquency; Forms of aggressiveness 

 

INTRODUCTION 

 

The notion of aggressiveness generally refers to all the hetero- and self-destructive 

tendencies, to a state of the psycho physiological system through an individual responds 

with hostility in order to destroy, degrade, force, deny, or humiliate a human or a thing 

(Păunescu 1994). Culture or sub-culture plays a defining role in the development of 

aggressive behaviour in individuals. At teenage, forms of aggressiveness are attempts to 

show moral independence and autonomy, to reject adult‟s authority. 

Juvenile delinquency designates the ensemble of abatements and disregards of social 

rules that are legally sanctioned and that are performed by people below 18 (Mitrofan et 

al. 2000). Among the many ways specific to teenage, the most visible and frequent is 

aggressiveness, i.e. a regression towards inferior levels of the human. Aggressiveness, in 

its turn, has several forms with even or uneven shares in delinquent and non-delinquent 

teenagers (Samfira 2004). 

Specialists in the field (Robinson 1999, in Ranschburg 1979) consider that the issues 

of a minor delinquent are not over after the detention period: certain agencies should 

supply them with certain facilities such as special programmes in cooperation with 

correction institutions with a view to increase readjustment. A delinquent minor is, in 

fact, a victim, not an individual guilty and aware of his/her responsibilities. Juvenile 

delinquency thus appears as an effect of the lack of responsibility from the family, 

parents, educators, and factors responsible for the moulding of his/her moral conduit.  

They noted that aggressive behaviour oscillates not only depending on age, but also 

on the teenager‟s sex, the ratio boys: girls being 5: 1, i.e. a noticeable supplement of male 



aggressiveness (Warschburger & Patterman 1994, in Petcu 1999). This is why our study 

was carried out on two groups of male teenagers. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

The goal of the present paper was to test aggressiveness in delinquent and non-

delinquent teenagers, as well as to identify common elements of the forms of 

aggressiveness in the two categories of teenagers. Since the forms of aggressiveness are 

well known, we can design specific therapies to reduce their number, taking into account 

that delinquent teenagers show no empathy or altruism for the other ones. They started 

initially from the hypothesis that aggressiveness is a feature of teenage, together with 

immaturity, non-conformism, and egocentrism. The general hypothesis was: delinquent 

teenagers are different from non-delinquent ones from the point of view of the level and 

forms of aggressiveness. However, certain forms of aggressiveness are common to 

teenage, no matter the environment of the teenager (privative or not). 

To test these hypotheses, we tested two groups of 20 individuals each of identical age 

(between 15 and 17). One of the two groups was from the Timisoara Penitentiary, the 

other one from different high-schools in Timisoara and from the constructions. The 

selection aimed at teenagers represented on an even basis organised families, divorced 

families, or single-parent families. 

As a research method, we used the aggressiveness test Buss & Perry, since it 

investigates aggressiveness through the prism of its forms. The factors we analysed were 

circumscribed to four different scales: physical aggressiveness, verbal aggressiveness, 

anger, and hostility.  

We think that this testing instrument showed, in time, that aggressiveness should not 

be assessed only generically, but its individual components also should be taken into 

account. As statistic method of interpretation, we used the “t” test through the SPSS 

statistics programme since there were two independent groups of less than 30 individuals 

and we used arithmetic averages of the results. 

 

RESULT AND DISCUSSIONS 

 

Since the hypothesis of the present study was that there are significant differences 

between the two groups of teenagers (detention and freedom), we used the standard 

quotas to calculate the correlation between aggressiveness items in the two groups. The 

significance threshold is significant (p=0.001), as shown in Table 1. 

 

Table 1. Significance threshold of the “t” test 

 

 Levene’s Test for equality 

of variances 

T test for two 

independent groups 

F Sig t dt P 

Aggressiveness  

Equal variances assumed 

,056 ,814 3,567 38 ,001 

 

As for the forms of aggressiveness (physical aggressiveness, verbal aggressiveness, 

anger, and hostility), the average and the standard abatement in both groups are shown in 

Table 2, where there are significantly higher scores in the penitentiary group. 



Table 2.Descriptive statistics for aggressiveness items 

 

Types of subjects N Average  Standard 

Physical aggressiveness Penitentiary  20 28.55 8.413 

Control 20 20.55 7.366 

Verbal aggressiveness Penitentiary  20 15.75 3.782 

Control 20 14.55 3.170 

Anger Penitentiary  20 20.70 5.592 

Control 20 16.30 4.780 

Hostility  Penitentiary  20 27.35 4.977 

Control 20 23.30 5.017 

 

As far as physical aggressiveness is concerned, there is a significance threshold 

p=,003 (Table 3): 11 of the penitentiary subjects showed physical aggressiveness, 

compared to only 4 from the control group. 

Verbal aggressiveness has a significance threshold p=,284 which is not significant: 

this aggressiveness item was identified in an even number of subjects (5) in both groups 

(Table 3). 

Anger has a significance threshold p=,011 (Table 3): anger was identified in 2 

subjects from the penitentiary group and 1 subject from the control group. 

Hostility (calculus of average and standard abatement is shown in Table 3) has a 

significance threshold p=,014: it was found in 2 subjects from the penitentiary group and 

in 10 subjects from the control group. 

 

Table 3.Significance threshold of the “t” test for aggressiveness forms 

 

 Levene’s Test for  

Equality of Variances  

T test for two 

independent groups 

F Sig t dt P 

Physical 

aggressiveness 

Equal variances 

assumed 

,392 ,535 3,199 38 ,003 

Verbal 

aggressiveness 

Equal variances 

assumed 

,190 ,665 1,087 38 ,284 

Anger Equal variances 

assumed 

,295 ,590 2,675 38 ,011 

Hostility  Equal variances 

assumed 

,021 ,885 2,563 38 ,014 

 

Figure 1 shows the diagram of aggressiveness forms distributed per subjects. 

 

Except for verbal aggressiveness, our hypothesis that there are essential differences 

between the forms of aggressiveness depending on the type of the group is confirmed.  
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Figure 1. Diagram of the distribution of aggressiveness forms per subjects 

 

CONCLUSIONS 

 

The target group of the study was made up of 20 delinquent teenagers from the 

Timisoara Penitentiary, while the control group was made up of 20 teenagers from the 

town. The study of the forms of aggressiveness shows that there are similar values in 

verbal aggressiveness in the two groups. This means that teenagers are subjected to verbal 

aggressiveness from several sources: school, family, groups of friends, mass-media, etc., 

plus the tendency to mimicry and vulnerability.  

In the case of the other forms of aggressiveness (physical aggressiveness, anger, and 

hostility), there are significant differences between the two groups. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Max Weber is probably the most profound connoisseur of modernity. When we 

want to talk about the genesis of modernity, we cannot take into consideration his 

theory, which remains the most influential. Weber's major works dealt with the 

rationalization and so called “disenchantment” which he associated with the rise of 

capitalism   and modernity. The Protestant Ethic and the Spirit of Capitalism is his 

most famous work. In this work, Weber put forward the thesis that Calvinist ethic and 

ideas influenced the development of capitalism. 

 

Key words: Modernity; Protestant Ethics; Capitalism 

 

Max Weber was discovered by the post-war western culture, while in the Romanian 

culture he is not today wholly translated. 

He is typically cited, with Émile Durkheim and Karl Marx, as one of the three 

principal architects of modern social science, and has variously been described as the 

most important classic thinker in the social sciences.  

The big question and the big problem to which Max Weber has searched for an 

answer throughout his whole activity is the following: why only in the western parts can 

we find a commitment towards rationalization under the sign of efficiency, of pragmatic 

attitude? (Biriş 1996) 

In other words, why was modernity born in Western Europe and not elsewhere? 

Weber has defined modernity as a huge process of rationalization. It could be defined 

as the progressive appearance of one‟s own legality of each of the human activity 

spheres: economical, religious, political, ethical. 

 Referring to modern rationalization, Ioan Biriş says that: for Max Weber, the term 

rationalism may have largely two different meanings: a) theoretical rationality or rather 

rationalization (meaning the theoretical hold over empirical reality through abstract 

concepts); b) practical rationalizing, understood as an action of human subjects towards 

reaching some goals through working out the proper means.(Idem) 

This modern rationalism makes up what can be eventually called the spirit of 

capitalism that is of western society based on the market economy, capital and the 

constant pursuit of maximum efficiency. (Ibidem) 

As Max Weber shows in Protestant ethics and the spirit of capitalism, in modern 

times, the Occident displays a very special form of capitalism that has not developed 

anywhere else: the rational-capitalist organization of free labour. In other areas one can 

find only its rudimentary forms. (Weber 2007) 



Just like the emergence of economic rationalism depends on the rational technique 

and the rational law, just the same it depends on the aptitude and disposition of people for 

certain practical and rational lifestyles. Among the most important elements that made up 

the lifestyle in the past were the magical and religious forces and ethical ideas regarding 

the obligations implied by believing in them. (Idem) 

In this book Max Weber refers only to the connections between the modern economic 

ethos and the rational ethics of ascetic Protestantism. In other books he also addresses the 

relation between capitalism on one hand and Hinduism, Buddhism and Confucianism, on 

the other hand. 

By ascetic Protestantism, Max Weber understands the following Christian 

confessions: Calvinism, in the form that it had in the main West-European regions of its 

domination, especially in the 17
th
 century; Pietism; Methodism, the sects that have their 

origin in the Anabaptist movement. (Ibidem) 

Just like the German sociologist shows, one can see that in the German word „Beruf”, 

as well as in the English word „calling”, there is contained a religious conception, that of 

a God given mission. (Ibidem) 

Weber draws our attention upon the fact that it would be wrong for us to believe that 

for the founders of Calvinism and the other Puritan sects, the goal and sense of their work 

was the awakening of what we call here the capitalist spirit. (Ibidem) 

According to Calvin, faith must be confirmed through its objective effects, so that it 

can serve as a strong basis for the certainty of salvation. Faith must be effective and the 

calling towards salvation must be real. If we ask the question: by which fruits can the 

reformed recognize real faith, the answer is: by the way of life of the Christian, which 

serves to increasing the glory of God. (Ibidem) 

Max Weber warns us about the unilateral use of his theory regarding the birth of 

capitalism: by no means shall we support the thesis according to which the capitalist spirit 

was able to emerge only as a result of Reform‟s influence. (Ibidem) 

One of the best French connoisseurs of the Weber conception, sociologist of religion 

Jean Baechler, presents us the mechanism of modernity genesis relating to the entire work 

of Weber, not only to the Protestant ethic and the spirit of capitalism. 

Because rationalizing cannot be completely endogenous, in which case capitalism 

would be universal, the problem is the following: which are the non-economical 

rationalization phenomena that have affected in an intelligible way the economic 

rationalization. (Baechler, in Boudon 2006) 

One can say that the entire activity of Max Weber was dedicated to systematically 

exploring of one factor – the religious. The question becomes more direct: by which other 

indirect ways could the universal religions affect the economy? 

The investigation should contain two branches, one devoted to the positive 

contribution of Christianity to the development of capitalism and the other one to the 

barrier imposed on other parts to other religions. 

The objective is to demonstrate that, for the emergence of the spirit of capitalism – a 

combination of intellectual and moral qualities, indispensable for the rationalization of 

economy – it was necessary for the same qualities to be developed in a part of the 

population at first, not following economic purposes, but for joining a defined religious 

belief. (Ibidem) 

In this context, Max Weber talks about two forms of ascetism. One form is the active 

ascetism, in which the subject intends to be an instrument of God in his activity wanted 



by children. The other form is the mystical, in which the subject is a receptor of the 

divine, for which any modern activity is a danger. 

The two forms of ascetism have deep connections to the conception of the divine, the 

first with that of a personal transcending, creator and lovable God, and the second with an 

impersonal, inherent divine, object of contemplation. The latter has dominated the Indian 

and Chinese religion, while the former characterises the Near East and by derivation, the 

Occident. (Ibidem) 

In the Orient the contemplative, orgiastic and ecstatic form has triumphed: the bridges 

towards everyday practical life have been broken, the economy has been depreciated and 

religion did not bring any psychological motivation. (Ibidem) 

On the contrary, the other form of ascetism tries to achieve the will of God in this 

world, on two conditions: the good that saves should not be conceived as being the object 

of a mystical union, which imposes the total rejection of ascetism as an escape from the 

world; and any magical and sacramental character of rites should be abandoned, which 

translates into a complete de-sacredness of the world. (Ibidem) 

These two conditions have been accomplished for the first time in Europe within the 

ascetical Protestantism. Several historical conditions have contributed to its birth, such as 

a favourable social environment, in which craftsmen, traders and small entrepreneurs may 

easier reach a practical rationalism. 

Within Protestantism, professional activity becomes at the same time a profession and 

a vocation, and working the best that you could, that is the most rational according to 

every activity, is at the same time a sign of salvation and a guarantee of success. (Ibidem) 

The belief that everyone is saved or condemned for ever may lead to a psychic search 

for salvation within success. This permanent search for the signs of salvation may 

increase the passion, but only in the context of inner world ascetism. 

At the same time with Protestantism appears a „human species” which does not have 

access to God‟s transcendence. The only form of connection with God is asceticism, 

Puritanism, which is that certain ethic through which the world is purified by what is 

added to his will and order as magic and emotional means, idolizing and superstitious, at 

the same time betraying self-pride, self-deceit and idolatry. This Puritanism overturns the 

axis of the religious ethic, says Weber, and goes from an ethic that gravitated around 

God‟s transcendentalism to an ethic of a worldly asceticism. 

This religious substantiation of worldly asceticism is the greatest religious revolution 

in the last 1.000 years, believes Weber. It is the basis for the apparition of the rational 

man, ascetic and worldly oriented, which will become fundamental for a new historical 

civilisation, a new spirit – the modern capitalist spirit. 

This new man is oriented towards work and acquisition, at the same time with the 

ascetic orientation and the refusal of “the joy of living”, the refusal of that emotional, 

sensualist element of the existence, as being deceiving and dissonant with a world made 

in the likeness of God. 

The reform was the background for the apparition of the “new man”, and he was the 

spiritual lever of the new “historical spirit”. Once he appeared, he became independent 

from his religious basis, so that today it is not important for the capitalist direction which 

religious beliefs does the individual capitalist share, or what is his ethnic origin. 

Capitalism became a world organisation or, as we call it today, a world system with its 

own “laws” for moulding economic behaviour. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The present paper aims at presenting the “Meadian universe” focusing on the 

contributions of the great psycho-sociologist to the construction and development of 

the individual self in society. The unity of the individual self is conferred by the 

community or the social group that occur under the form of “generalised self”. 

Group experience is interiorised and constructed at the same time. The group 

supplies the possibility of communicating between the self and himself and the others 

through significant symbols that make up the “logical universe of the discourse” or 

the “system of symbols universally significant”. This universe belongs to the groups 

and is constructed in situations and interactions. For Mead, the symbol mediates the 

understanding and communication between individuals within mutual interactions. 

Interaction is a process in which each person is capable of replacing another one in 

an imaginary way, by substituting or relaying roles, through suppositions and 

empathic or intuitive anticipations that regulate mutuality of the positions. Interaction 

thus appears as an ensemble of strategeis through which the self and the other 

accommodate mutually and make up a common basis of symbols. In this respect, 

interaction is symbolic, and symbolic interactionism pointed out cognitive aspects of 

the social symbolism also characterised by E. Durkheim, M. Mauss, C. Levi-Strauss, 

or P. Bourdieu. 

 

 Keywords: George Herbert Mead; Symbol; Interactionism 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

The greatness of George Herbert Mead‟s work needs deep knowledge of all its 

implications to allow its study from the point of view of the term “work”, and the 

invaluable scientific contribution of this psycho-sociologist under the “curtain” of the 

symbolic interactionism. 

Mead comes from a family of intellectuals (his father was a priest and his mother was 

a teacher and high-school principal). He rebelled against theological stereotypes of 

America at the time, and he fought social stereotypes often pointing to the intellectual 

reductionism of his time, such as practiced in the high-school and academic milieus. 

Mead pointed at deep causes, explaining how and why things were, though it was not 

convenient for political-ideological or theological structures. 

G. H. Mead was born on February 27, 1863, in South Hadley, Massachusetts 

(U.S.A.). He benefited from fine education due to his father, Hiram Mead, who was a 



priest of the Congregational Church, and to his mother, Elisabeth Storrs Billings, who 

was a teacher and high-school principal. Very early, Mead got interested in philosophical 

and religious subjects that he approached critically, trying to search for answers to 

fundamental questions concerning the human existence, questions that will obsess him 

during his entire scientific career.  

He graduated from the Oberlin College (Oberlin, Ohio) in 1883 and used to teach for 

a while before leaving very soon for a job as an engineer of railways, a job he kept for 

three years. During this time, he got aware of the power and practical usefulness of the 

scientific method. 

Mead went to the Harvard University in 1887, where he studied for a year 

philosophy, psychology, Latin, Greek, and other subjects, being interested by the research 

of Josiah Royce. His interest also covered Romanticism philosophy and Hegelian 

idealism. In 1888, he left for Leipzig (Germany), where he deepens Wilhelm Wundt‟s 

psychology and that of other psycho-physiologists, getting to understand that scientific 

analysis of the nervous system hides possible keys to understanding the human mind and 

to solving some important philosophical problems. This concern reappeared later in his 

work on language, symbolic interactionism, and human conscience. 

In 1889, Mead left for Berlin, where eh started studying psycho-physiology for two 

more years. This is the period during which Mead started to develop his scientific 

thinking, thus setting the bases for the theories intertwining concepts and physiological 

data. During his life, Mead was not fully aware of the fact that valorising his theory 

would structure a new approach of the dialogue between science and religion within an 

integrating approach that was later called structural interactionism. 

Mead then agreed to go back to America to teach philosophy and psychology at the 

University of Michigan. On that occasion, he met John Dewey, his long-life intellectual 

friend who would play an important role in his conceptual maturing. There Mead also 

benefited from the presence of Charles Horton Cooley, whose theory of looking glass self 

he adapted and expanded; he also benefited from the presence of James Hayden Tufts 

who, in 1892, would open his way to the job of assistant professor after contributing to 

Dewey‟s nomination as head of the Department of Philosophy of the newly established 

University of Chicago. In time, Mead became a well known personality in the field of 

social psychology and, together with Angel, Moore, and James, he would make up the 

core of the group of the School of pragmatics in Chicago. In 1905, Mead started to focus 

on symbolic communication and human mind.  

Later, between 1901 and 1920, he became concerned with what proved to be the most 

important contribution of his work – integrating Albert Einstein‟s theory of relativity in 

his own thinking, trying to unite the entire scientific and pragmatic vision on the world. 

Between 1961 and 1931 (when he died), Mead also focused on macro-societal 

problems and on international relationships, demonstrating, from a unified theoretical 

perspective, the inter-connexions of macro- and micro-societal phenomena. Towards the 

end of his life, Mead was concerned with the construction of an empirically established 

theory that integrated theories central to physics, biology, psychology, and sociology; he 

was also concerned with ethical, esthetical, and philosophical issues of science, all 

contributing to the solving of metaphysics and epistemology problems. 

In the general context, Mead is better known for his theories concerning the mind, the 

self, and symbolic interactionism, showing how subjective experience comes from the use 

of socially acquired significant symbols. His main works are: The Philosophy and the 

Present (1822), and Mind, Self and Society (1834). 



Therefore, we can note that there is something deep and gigantic in Mead the 

researcher, something fundamental: his unity of thinking, living, and acting, a high social 

pragmatism that comes from a fundamental, organic morality. As for his psychological 

profile, we see a fully moral person, sunk in a search in which there is no prejudice or 

compromise, characterised by an unlimited opening towards the idealism of social 

perfectioning.  

  

2. MATERIAL AND METHOD 

 

Trying to break down the work of this giant personality into what is defining and 

personal, on one hand, and into what is influence and genius resulting entirely from effort 

and intense concern is not easy. His research methodology is vast, and its implications in 

the development of future knowledge are major. 

Many researchers have considered Mead a dignified descendent of René Descartes 

(who loved to know details and to integrate them into a global image) due to his scientific 

spirit, deeply critical and penetrating in the re-assessment of knowledge data. Mead 

manages to overcome the Cartesian dichotomy between spirit and body, between mind 

and matter, getting unexpectedly close to the vision of a complex theory of the living 

systems such as imagined by Blaise Pascal. For Mead, knowing the complexity of 

existence is the condition for improving the state of the society in evolution. 

Through a unitary and hierarchical approach, the researcher Mead set the bases of a 

multi-dimensional sociology system intrinsic correlated with the aspects of an empirical 

cosmology. 

This perspective will allow Mead to start a holographic investigation through which 

to fully know the depths of the social reality. This can be seen in most of his texts, in 

which we can note that the analysis of a certain aspect of the social life is done 

transversally; though he approaches a unique subject, the explanations he uses belong to 

several scientific paradigms simultaneously (genetic, biological, psychological, 

philosophical, sociological, etc.). From this point of view, Mead‟s creation can be 

considered a work of multi-dimensional sociology such as defined by Jeffrey Alexander.  

Mead is not just a philosopher, he is also a “forensic” who puts two and two together 

within an investigation in which he analyses the data such as they are, searching behind 

them the patterns of the living, deep down in existence. He filters this information 

subjecting it to a vast process of decantation through which he only keeps those aspects 

structurally valid. Mead thus becomes a reliable analyst, and his works are true 

demonstrations of logic of invaluable scientism.  

    

3. RESULTS 

 

Analysing Mead‟s work, we can see that he practices “vivisection” and not 

“necropsy” of social life. Mead makes an option for the analysis of the dynamic, live 

social reality in its complexity (no matter the levels involved in this analysis – from 

biology to philosophy), preferring it to an artificially segmented reality, aiming at didactic 

goals. From this point of view, Mead claims repeatedly the necessity of making up an 

organic whole in the process of teaching nature and human sciences. 

Mead propagates an educational system in which to find, mixed, conceptual 

directions specific to evolutionism, utilitarianism, and social behaviourism. 



For Mead, an individual‟s behaviour is determined by communication. Self 

knowledge awakens due to the exchanges with another; due to mutualism, due to 

interaction phenomena, due to its domination capacity, the exchange process depends on 

the caapcity of testing the role of the other. In this context, gesture, a symbolic and 

significant element of meditation, plays a major role. It makes possible the adjustments of 

the individuals involved in the social act through dialogue. Individuals can, thus, adapt 

and regulate their behaviour in terms of anticipation and of strategy.  

The social behaviour of the human species is based, in Mead‟s opinion, on a 

biological ground consisting of a sexual or reproduction impulse, of a parental (father or 

mother) impulse, or of a solidarity impulse or attitude. Yet, social behaviour of an 

individual or social organisation is not based at the level of the human species, on a 

natural principle. 

They usually consider that the process of communication is conditioned by the 

existence of the mind. 

 

3.1. GEORGE H. MEAD’S CONCEPTION ON MIND MECHANISM: 

COMMUNICATING WITH SIGNIFICANT SYMBOLS 

 

One of Mead‟s main concerns was mind‟s appearance; he thus valorised a series of 

theses of the behaviourist psychology, i.e. the thesis of psycho-physical parallelism, the 

idea that any social act supposes communication and that gesture, no matter how 

elementary, is part of a social act. On this ground, psychology can be defined as the 

science studying not the mind, but rather the individual‟s experience in relation to the 

conditions in which it is produced. When the conditions are social, the analysis turns 

towards social psychology. 

Depending on the nature of the inner attitude, this gesture can be: a) reflex; b) 

significant. A reflex gesture can be identified in any social act (interaction) in the animal 

world (in the fight between two dogs, for instance). It is determined by the 

(pre)dispositions of the body to react in a certain way to a stimulus present hinc et nunc. 

The message of such a gesture is within the limits of the information encoded in the 

genetic code. The animal body cannot be decoded by another type of information, and 

present behaviour is always determined in the past.  

In the case of the human body, the anatomy and the physiology of the nervous system 

make it possible to overcome the reflex gesture and the appearance of a relation of 

determination of the present gesture (behaviour) from previous phases of the act that can 

be anticipated: the gesture-response of the partner, one‟s own response conduct, etc. The 

noticeable gesture-stimulus is attached to an inner attitude taking the aspect of a fact of 

mind, of significance: the gesture thus becomes a significant gesture. Significance, which 

can be explicit or implicit, consists of the anticipated gesture-response; as a consequence, 

it should not be understood as a state of mind: it appears in the process of social 

experience and should be conceived as existing at the level of the experience. 

Such an example of significant gestures is significant symbols (language): they are 

parts of the experience showing or representing other parts (that are not given in the 

present situation) and stimulate in the partners the same inner attitude, the same 

significance. 

When the partner‟s response can be induced, by anticipation, in the subject itself, the 

individual understands the act of the other. The mind mechanism is in this process of 



comprehension of the other that can be reached as a result of communication through 

significant symbols within a social process.  

We thus can reach the statement according to which communication is not the product 

of mind, but mind has its origin in communication, due to a conversation through gestures 

during a process or social context of experience. 

 

3.2. GEORGE H. MEAD AND THE SELF: THE SIGNIFICANT OTHER AND 

THE GENERALISED OTHER 

 

It is well-known that any social process involves an ego/alter unit. Each of the 

partners is equally a subject capable of developing significant gestures and, particularly, 

significant symbols, and an object with significance and depending on which is oriented 

the subject‟s behaviour. But, unlike the body, the mind can be an object in itself, self- 

consciousness; this is how an individual can adopt an impersonal, objective attitude 

towards his won person. The appearance of the Self is linked to the use of the language 

allowing the triggering, within the subject, of the same set of responses (attitudes) that he 

(the subject) triggers in the others. The self-conscious spirit is not a biological datum, it 

appears progressively in the social experience, through the interiorisation of the group‟s 

organised attitudes.  

The mechanism of its development is based on the undertaking of some of the roles of 

the Other, which involves language and communication. This is the mechanism that, in 

Mead‟s opinion, can explain both the evolution of the primitive populations and that of 

the child. The development of the Self is described by the American author as a process 

of passage from assuming some isolated roles (attitudes) after the model supplied by the 

significant Other, to assuming some organised, complementary role units (attitudes) by 

interiorising the ever more complex generalised Other.  

Ludic activities can be illustrations of the way in which the child is asked to 

interiorise somebody else‟s attitude.  

Regulated game illustrates the situation which results in organised personality. The 

measure in which a child adopts the attitude of the other up to the point where one can 

predict his response to a goal (a common activity) determines his turning into an organic 

member of the group. 

No matter how important the experiments carried out and controlled by the adults and 

that make up the contents of educational activities stricto sensu, they are merely a 

fragment of the experience resulting in the construction of the mind. 

A result of communication through gestural conversation, the mind proceeds to a 

selective construction of the object (environment). On the other side, there is, in the body, 

a defined, necessary structure of sensitiveness that selects external objects; on the other 

side, the significations of the social environment are developed in the process of social 

experience, so that the outer world owns only some characteristics due to the social 

interaction within the group. 

The innovative character of the mind is also pointed out through the analysis of the 

structure of the Self. It is always perceived as a tension between two components: Me 

(the social Self) and I (the personal Self). If Me is the social aspect acquired through the 

interiorisation of the group‟s attitudes, of the behaviour, I represents, on the contrary, the 

innovatory, original dimension, a personal response, not learned through experience, of 

the body to the group‟s attitudes. This second component of personality is responsible for 

social change. 



3.3. GEORGE H. MEAD: IMPACT OF SYMBOLIC INTERACTIONISM 

 

The term symbolic interactionism was developed by one of Mead‟s disciples, Herbert 

Blumer, in 1938, to designate a theoretical perspective in social psychology whose main 

concept is the Meadian concept of “symbolic interactionism”. The main theses of 

symbolic interactionism can be summarised as follows: (1) we live in an environment that 

is, at the same time, both physical and symbolic, and the significances of the world and of 

our actions are built by ourselves with symbols; (2) due to the fact that we share the same 

significant symbols (that Mead distinguishes from natural signs) we can substitute 

ourselves to the others; (3) based on the culture (an ensemble of significances and values 

guiding our actions) that we share with our pairs we can predict the behaviour of the 

others; (4) symbols and, as a consequence, the values attached to them, make up 

organised ensembles depending on which an individual defines his role; Mead considers 

that Me is built on the ground of this definition of the role, while I, the second component 

of the Self, represents the response of the individual to the attitudes of the others, the 

perception he has of himself; (5) thinking is a process through which the individual 

searches for solutions, weighing personal advantages and disadvantages that result from 

the choice of a line of conduct (values) or of another; an act is always a continuous 

interaction between Me and I. Mead makes the distinction between a behaviourist 

interactionism and a phenomenological one: both consider everyday life the basis of 

sociological reality but, while the former explains everyday life through conceptual 

schemes and hypotheses built up by the researcher, the latter tries to describe and analyse 

the way in which the actors themselves interpret their everyday experiences. 

To support the thesis of the central place of knowing educational processes (the 

theory of socialisation) in the building up of a science of society (theories of the social), 

Mead‟s essays supply two solid arguments: the thesis of the existence of a common 

principle of organisation of the society and of the Self, and that of the indisociable 

character of the processes of interiorisation (production of the Self) and 

institutionalisation (production of the society). 

In his theory, Mead paid attention first to the construction and development of the 

individual self in society. Social institutions are possible “only in the measure in which 

each individual integrated in them… can take over the general attitudes of all the other 

individuals… and can direct properly their own behaviour. The unity of the individual 

self is conferred by the community or by the social group, which appear to him as a 

generalised other. Group experience is interiorised and constructed at the same time. The 

group supplies the Self the possibility of communicating with himself and with the others 

through significant symbols that make up the “logical universe of the discourse” or the 

“system of symbols that are universally significant”. This universe belongs to the groups 

and is made up in situations and interactions. For Mead, the symbol mediates 

understanding and communication between individuals within mutual interactions. The 

interaction is a process in which everybody is capable to substitute somebody else, in an 

imaginary way, by substitution or role taking, by assumptions and empathic or intuitive 

anticipations that regulate the mutuality of the positions. Interaction is, thus, an ensemble 

of strategies through which the Self and the Other accommodate mutually and achieve a 

common ground of symbols. In this sense, interaction is symbolic, and symbolic 

interactionism pointed out the cognitive aspects of the social symbolism also 

characterised by E. Durkheim, M. Mauss, C. Levi-Strauss or P. Bourdieu. Social action 



results from the exchange of symbols within interactions, usually taking the form of 

customs, rituals, rules (of the institutions).  

In the development of the Self, there are two stages: the “person” and the 

“personality”. The former is spontaneous and deeply individual, and it makes itself 

obvious through the body‟s responses to the environmental requirements (made up of 

things and of other individuals). The latter supposes the construction and knowledge of 

the attitudes of the others (the generalised Other), some kind of socialisation or 

accommodation with generalised symbols. Individuals manage at different degrees to 

build up their own Self and to adopt proper roles from the perspective of the “generalised 

Other”, which leads to the differentiation of the social order into a vertical political 

structure or into a horizontal socio-professional one. Regulating social order is done by 

organised social attitudes or by the common responses that take the form of institutions. 

In general, Mead‟s psycho-social conception has a lot in common with that of 

Thomas and Park. However, while at the University of Chicago, his impact was rather 

limited and even negligible. It was only during the second phase of development of the 

interactionism that his impact was intensified, particularly as a result of Blumer‟s 

reconstruction (1969). The focus now is on interaction and on the significances and 

symbols within it. Unlike non-symbolic interaction (Mead used to call it “gesture 

communication”), symbolic interactionism involves social actors, the significances they 

carry on about things and the other individuals, the interpretations they gave them and the 

negotiations in which they are involved in social situations. Investigating social reality 

from a symbolic interactionism point of view allows three premises: 

- people relate themselves to the social world on the ground of significances it has 

for them; 

- significations are made up and they develop in the process of social interaction; 

- interpretations given to significations vary in the interaction conditions of the 

situations in which people are involved. 

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

All the above presented data on George Herbert Mead‟s personality and work allows 

us to draw a few conclusions on the general traits of his activity: 

- Mead played an important role in the field of contemporary psycho-sociological 

and anthropological reflection, studying the development of the individual Self in 

society; 

- Introducing the concept of role, he induced the idea of role performance through 

contextual conduct towards which the attitudes of the others make up a new, 

super individual, and normative entity: the generalised Other; 

- Normative alterity designates in fact the generalisation by the subject of the 

position of most group members towards the Self, and his conduct is articulated at 

the intertwining of the registers: personality, role, and reference group; 

- Social institutions are defined as common responses of the group members to a 

given situation that determines the subject‟s behaviour; 

- Mead‟s conception at different levels of generality could be summarised as 

follows: 

 The Self is built up as a permanent tension between the person (“I”) and 

personality (“Me”); 



 While “I” is the body‟s response to the environmental requirements, “Me” is 

the ensemble of the attitudes of the others supposed by the individual; 

 Though this ensemble is fluid and permanently reconstructed, it is 

nevertheless ordered at social level under the form of the “generalised 

Other”; 

 The generalised structure of the Self is permanently and directly dependent 

on the individual‟s behaviour, including by the spontaneous action generated 

by “I”; 

 This is why human personality is open and dynamic; 

 Individuals manage on at different degrees to “adopt” the attitude of the 

“generalised Other”, which turns social order into a “vertical” hierarchy 

(political structure) and into a variety of horizontal “classes” socio-

professional structure); 

 Both in “vertical” and in “horizontal” hierarchy, “competitive” or 

“cooperative” relationships are regulated by “organised social attitudes” 

within which the most important are based on “common social responses” 

defining the “content of institutions”; 

 An ideal society is predominated by these “common responses” and can be 

achieved through the generalisation or the expansion of the “discourse 

universe”; 

 The main instrument of generalising the “discourse of universe” is 

democratic participation of individuals in social life; 

 This participation is not real and efficient unless an elite (the intellectuals) 

provoke the “reconstruction” of the discourse of universe; 

 Reform of the American society is the result of elite‟s activity in accordance 

with normative frames put in operation by the state‟s power. 

- His psychological theory is notable for the way it moves the focus from 

introspection to observation and experiment to define society as a spiritual reality 

within the normative frame of the institutions; 

- Mead is to be noted for his empirical research in the world of slums, among 

criminals, among poor people, as well as for his research on alienation, of the 

deficit of socialisation. 
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ABSTRACT 

 

Data and facts presented in this paper are an adaptation of a series of articles 

published abroad. Unfortunately, our attempts of completing the data presented 

below, of updating data concerning doping in Romanian sports have been stopped by 

lack of transparency and/or lack of data in the field. The authors attempt at 

answering the question: Can we or cannot we talk about doping in Romanian sports? 
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1. HISTORICAL REVIEW 

 

If doping supposes the use of products in order to increase performances, this practice 

is universal and goes back in time. There is no geographical area that has never selected 

plants with stimulating properties, be it Ephedra sinica or ginseng in Asia, coca, ilex, or 

guarana in South America, cola nut, khat, or iboga root in Africa, Nux vomica, mandrake, 

or coffee in Europe: the range is rather wide and with varied uses. 

In the Andes, it is common to chew coca: about 25-30 g of leaves a day (i.e. ½ g of 

cocaine) is used against fatigue, hunger, altitude issues, or weakness. The proof: the 

words of Robert Louis Stevenson who saw a native of the Andes walking for about 440 

km without eating anything else but coca leaves.  

In Africa, they grind iboga roots with stimulating effects that increases the force 

necessary for the hunters to face fatigue over the long periods of night wake. 

Closer to us, in the Austrian area of Tyrol, they use arsenic to fight fatigue, an 

efficient stimulant administered to both humans and animals (horses and mules). 

 

2. THE FIRST STEPS 

 

In the first decades of the 20
th
 century, doping knew a considerable development 

under the double impact of the progress in medicine and of modern sports. In the field of 

medicine, chemists‟ researches allowed the isolation of glycosides and alkaloids such as 

morphine, ephedrine, or strychnine. These pure substances are used most frequently as 

decoction.  

An important step was made with Berthelot, who managed to synthesise different 

products starting from simple organic products. It is on this ground that developed the 

trend in fashion until the 1960s – obtaining synthesis doping substances. Every substance 

supposed to improve physical performance was immediately tested as doping. But, 

because of the empirical application, their effect was rather a simply stimulating one. 



3. ATHLETES’ WINE AND AMPHETAMINE 

 

Opium, ginseng, ephedrine, etc. are considered “old” products. Among opium 

derivatives, heroine was very much in fashion in the 19
th
 century: it was used in doping 

race horses, while morphine was used in boxing and in endurance sports.  

The first death caused by doping substances was that of the Welsh cyclist Arthur 

Linton, dead at the age of 29, two months after the Bordeaux – Paris race in 1896.  

The Russians made tests using ginseng as stimulant in road running and gained 53 

seconds over 3,000 m. In France, in 1863, Angelo Mariani made a fortune by selling a 

wine based on fresh coca leaves: the Mariani wine. He presented this wine under the 

name “athletes‟ wine” within a contest in which he won a gold medal. Cocaine was used 

by Bavaria soldiers in 1883 to reduce fatigue during long marches. The journalist Albert 

Londres writes that, during the Tour de France, cyclists used cocaine as an ointment 

which, after application, penetrated the skin and improved the athletes‟ state.  

Ephedrine was the basis of Benzedrine synthesis in 1931, the first of the 

amphetamines. It was used to fight fatigue and lack of appetite, and to increase strength 

and self confidence. Its penetration on the Olympics market took probably place at the 

Olympic Games in Berlin, in 1936. In 1939, the Nations Society mentioned in a study 

that this substance improved the effort caapcity with 30% in fatigued and sleepy subjects, 

with reservations nevertheless concerning the efficacy of these products in athletes. 

Amphetamines were considered the first of doping substances for several decades: their 

sale was liberalised in France until 1955, and their low price together with their reputation 

of absolute efficacy were some of the factors that supported their universal use in sports. 

During World War II, amphetamines were used by almost all the countries involved: 

the English Ministry of Supply distributed about 72,000,000 pills to the pilots of Royal 

Air Force between 1940 and 1943, while in Japan they administered armament factories 

Hiporon and Philopan to increase production. After the war, amphetamines penetrated 

very quickly. Soldiers continued to enjoy their effects as civilians, either as sportsmen or 

as professionals. This is how they penetrated the world of sports. Their administration 

was facilitated by particular devices: thus, cyclists used self shots to inject the substance 

in the forearm or in the thigh, without getting down from the cycle. Accidents caused by 

the use of amphetamines increased in number: Jean Malejac, during the Tour de France in 

1955; the football player Jean Louis Quadri in 1968; the Danish cyclist Knud Enemark 

Jensen during the Olympic Games in Rome, in 1960. 

Scientific studies could not establish the degree of efficacy of these substances in 

sports. An experiment carried out in 1959 on two groups of athletes showed that the 

athletes who used amphetamine gained 88% endurance while athletes using a placebo 

gained 132%! The same year, a similar study showed that amphetamines result in an 

improvement of sports performance in swimmers, runners, and shot put. This makes the 

medical world hesitate when talking about the use of amphetamines in sports. 

 

4. “PHYSIOLOGICAL” DOPING 

 

While the doctors kept asking questions, athletes irresponsibly kept taking medicines 

as dopes, such as strychnine, arsenic, nicotine, camphor, digitalin, iodine, etc. 

Strychnine, for instance, mixed with alcohol and cocaine, entered the Olympics 

market with the marathon in 1904. Every time he hesitated, Thomas Hicks was given by 

his coach a mouthful of brandy and a shot of strychnine. Arsenic, very appreciated at the 



end of the 19
th
 century, was used as Fowler liqueur (therapeutic ratio was a few 

mouthfuls).  Ether, used in medicine since 1860, was administered mixed with 90
0
 

alcohol to cyclists on a piece of sugar. Some athletes used to take up to one gram twice or 

thrice a day – enough to wake up a dead man – which raised public judgement. 

Gradually, doping substances were grouped depending on their effects – stimulant, 

euphoric or painkiller – as a result of the quest for new physiological discoveries.  

Digitaline was used based on the following premises: an endurance athlete must have 

a rest cardiac frequency of 35-40 beats per minute while a sedentary has 60-80 beats per 

minute; hence a low pulse is an advantage in performance sports. Since digitaline resulted 

in a diminution of the cardiac frequency, thus regularising cardiac effort, athletes decided 

it is enough to use it to improve performance. Very much in fashion in the 1950s, 

digitaline was quickly abandoned because of the numerous intoxications. The same 

effects are given by heptaminol, trinitrine, pentetrazol, and nicetamide, in such sports as 

football, ski, swimming, cycling, mountain climbing, etc. 

Hormonal doping was not questioned until the end of the 19
th
 century. It was well 

known that the testicle is the structure responsible for male force. In 1889, Edouard 

Brown-Sequard presented an original experiment in front of the Society of Biology: he 

injected himself, at the age of 72, several does of testicular blood, sperm, and extracts of 

dog and guinea pig testicles, feeling revigorated. This opened the path to anabolisant 

steroids.  

In 1935, Ernst Laqueur isolated the male hormone – testosterone. Very soon, Leopold 

Ruzicka and Adolf Butenand produced the first synthesis anabolisant – 

dehydroandrosterone and, later on, synthesis testosterone, which brought them the Nobel 

Prize in 1939. Very quickly, the athletic community used these products to increase 

performance. The Report of the Society of Nations in 1939 presented the case of the 

football players of the Wolverhapton Club who obtained extraordinary results due to 

extracts administered by their coach. 

In 1952, the Americans suspected some Soviet athletes of using anabolisant steroids. 

Two years later, during the world weight lift championships, a Russian doctor confessed 

his American pair John Ziegler, that Russian athletes were administered testosterone. 

Back home, the American tested the substance on his athletes, with muscular volume and 

force gain. 

In 1958, the pharmaceutical industry developed the famous Dianabol tested by 

Ziegler on his athletes. Enthusiastic, Ziegler became the apostle of anabolisant steroids in 

athletes. Years later, after a series of accidents caused by these hormones, he publicly 

expressed his regrets for using these substances. But it was too late: during the Davis Cup 

in 1959, the Spanish Andres Gimeno admitted having used testosterone.  

In 1960, anabolisant steroids were suspected to have improved world records in 

discus throw, hammer throw, and shot put. The brilliant career of anabolisant steroids was 

only at its beginnings: it opened the path to other synthesis products such as 

erythropoietin, growth hormones, perfluorocarbons, etc. 

 

5. THERAPEUTIC AND DOPING EFFECTS 

 

The list of both natural and synthesis substances used therapeutically is longer than 

that of the substances that are also used in doping (Table 1). Used as drugs, these 

products inhibit or stimulate certain physiological processes; in sports, they are used to 

develop or improve certain properties of organs or of their function. 



 

Table 1. Therapeutic substances used in doping 

 

Doping substances Effects  

Erythropoietin, glucocorticoids, fluorocarbonate 

cytokines, reticulate haemoglobin 

Improvement of aerobic 

potential (muscle oxygenation) 

Nandrolone, dehydrotestosterone, testosterone, 

growth hormone, growth hormone release factor, 

beta stimulants (clenbuterol, salmeterol, salbutamol) 

Improvement of muscle force 

Pain killers (morphine, cocaine, paracetamol), 

cardio-respiratory analeptics (trinitrine), central 

nervous system stimulants (strychnine, nicotine, 

arsenic, ether, alcohol, amphetamine, caffeine, 

cocaine, morphine) 

Removal of fatigue 

Nandrolone, testosterone, growth hormone, diuretics 

(in sports grouped per weight categories) 

Morphologic changes 

Amphetamine, cannabis, beta blockers Antistress  

Diuretics, physiological serum, probenicide, 

epitestosterone 

Masking effect 

 

6. SICK OR DOPED? 

 

Nowadays, performance sports are extremely subjected to drugs, which raises the 

question: Who takes dopes and who takes medicines?  

In 1898, Armand Megret from the French Federation of Cyclism was nominated a 

member of the inter-ministerial working group “Sports medicine in the anti-doping fight”. 

Soon after, he was accused of having prescribed corticoids to a participant of the Tour de 

France in 1997. He claimed it was not a case of doping, since the patient suffered from 

bronchitis and the corticoid was a common medicine in the treatment of acute sinus. Or, a 

treatment without antibiotics would have meant to retire from the competition. He 

however, resigned from his position.  

This case tells a lot about the issue of using medicines in performance athletes. 

Prescribing doping substances with euphoric or stimulating effects (diprostene and 

decadron, that contain corticoids, medicines prohibited since they are absorbed generally 

but are tolerated as local infiltrations – if their use is justified therapeutically), the 

difficulty of treating efficiently and legally an athlete, the approval of a doctor that cannot 

deny his sick athletes radical remedies – these are core issues.  

The case of athletes that are treated with efficient medicines but turn out to be 

positive at anti doping controls are relatively frequent nowadays. The Romanian gymnast 

Andreea Raducanu is one of the many examples: disqualified in 1996, at the Olympic 

Games in Australia, for having used Nurofen, she never gained back her medal though 

the medicine was later admitted to be used in case of sickness. 

Of course, the case of the Romanian football player Adrian Mutu is rather different, 

particularly is we bear in mind that he had been involved previously in another case of 

illegal use of substances. 

 

 

 



7. A PROGRESS IN THE TREATMENT OF THE ATHLETES 

 

People who use special diets and to energetic products do not have to know about 

prohibited substances. 

The argument of not treating because of the fear of an anti-doping control with 

positive results is now null now that there is therapeutic justification. This is why certain 

products can be prescribed without fear provided there is no other non-doping product. 

Due to this regulation, though having an injured knee, Jose Luis Chilavert, the goal-

keeper of Uruguay at the last world football championship, could play with infiltrations 

during the entire competition. 

Therapeutic justification has been a true progress in the treatment of high-

performance athletes. A good example could be the American swimmer Rich DeMont 

who lost his gold medal at the Olympic Games in Munich, in 1972. Really asthmatic, he 

needed a medicine that was prohibited. Unfortunately for him, there was no therapeutic 

justification at the time. 

But there is also the reverse of the situation: hypocrisy based on therapeutic 

justification, as shown by the large number of cyclists among which Indurain, Rominger, 

etc. or football players, rugby players or skiers that got asthma in 1993. 

 

8. THE THERAPEUTIC UMBRELLA 

 

Guilty? Not at all! Positive control in salbutamol could be a therapeutic justification 

at the time for most of these athletes. Indurain, allergic to pollen, was found positive in 

May 1993, and could not rely on this argument. He was discharged later, though. 

Salbutamol, a stimulant prescribed in bronchitis spasm, can also be used by athletes to get 

stronger: by dilating the bronchi, it increases the pulmonary capacity increasing oxygen 

transport and, therefore, muscular force. In February 1994, at the Winter Olympic Games 

in Lillehammer, 82% of the road skiers were treated for asthma. And, of course, each of 

them had a strong medical record documenting the spasm of the bronchi produced at low 

temperatures. 

Claude Louis Gallien, President of the National Commission for the Anti-doping 

Fight in France, mentioned, after a counter-expertise, that of the 37% of positive cases in 

1997 in France, 20% were dismissed after examination on the ground of therapeutic 

justification. Nevertheless, there are also the 17% that show the use of chemicals to 

obtain performance in sports. 

Therefore, we can speak of two types of approaches: the first one concerns certain 

energetic products as elements facilitating recovery and allow a better approach of 

training sessions and of the competitive programme; the second one concerns the “doping 

conduct”, the doping in se. it is these two approaches that confront nowadays. But it is 

obvious that performance sports have become a very medicine-controlled field, where it 

is more and more difficult to identify the limit between treatment and doping. Beta-

blockers have been used for several years now by 1
st
 formula drivers, by bob-sleigh 

guides, while marathon runners have been using Prozac for years since it helps them get 

euphoric and bear long-distance races. Recently, they have found out that cyclists inject 

debridat to enjoy the anti-spasmodic benefits it supplies. 

What will the future bring us? Shall we see all medicine prohibited in performance 

athletes, detrimental to true diseased or sickened people, to put an and to the practice of 

doping? 
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ABSTRACT 

 

The authors of this paper aim at studying, from a comparative and statistical 

point of view, the presence, the frequency, and the types of traumas that can occur 

while playing rugby or volleyball. They Point out the differences between the two 

sports (from the point of view of the traumas they can engender), as well as the 

differences that can occur because of the presence or lack of physical contact 

between the players (a contact with decisive impact in the occurrence and 

manifestation of the physical injury). Besides pointing out traumatology elements, 

they also underline the major role played by different factors in the prevention and/or 

post-traumatic recovery of injured players, as a conclusion of our study and as a 

starting point for future research. 

 

Keywords: Injury; Rugby; Volleyball 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

 

First, a few statistic data concerning the incidence, the location, and the types of 

traumatisms characteristic to rugby and volleyball games, together with a comparative 

analysis (from the point of view of sports traumatology) of the two sports is mandatory.  

 

2. RUGBY 

 

Rugby often results in serious injuries that need long-lasting surgical or orthopedic 

interventions and treatments with hospital admission, such as: ankle and knee twists, 

clavicle fracture, shoulder and elbow dislocation, leg or forearm bone fracture, and even 

lethal cases caused by complex, serious lesions with traumatic shock or internal 

haemorrhage. We have even recorded a case of myocardium infarct after a hard contact 

between two rugby players.  

In a medical-sports statistics in 1972, rugby ranked 11 from the point of view of 

physical traumas among the sports practiced in Romania.  

Lately, the increase of the number of traumas – caused by the speeding up of the 

game rhythm, of the stake, of violence on stadiums, etc. – has ranked rugby second, 



between 1982 and 1991, with 10.66% of the traumas, according to the Institute of Sport 

Medicine in Bucharest, Romania. 

As for trauma morbidity, the situation is as follows: 

- contusions – 37.00%; 

- twists and dislocations (particularly at the level of the ankle, knee, and 

particularly, shoulder) – 14.92%; 

- hyper-functional (over-stress) traumas – 11.88%; 

- injuries of the knee ligaments – 10.26%; 

- muscle-tendon lesions – 3.89%; 

- meniscus lesions – 1.42%; 

- fractures – 1.0% (Figure 1).  

 

3. VOLLEYBALL 

 

In volleyball, a statistics of the Orthopaedics of the Institute of Sports Medicine 

carried out between 1982 and 1991 ranked this sport 11 from the point of view of sports 

trauma morbidity, sharing 3.94% of all cases of injuries. Trauma morbidity was as 

follows: 

- traumas caused by hyper-functioning or over-stress – 27.70%; 

- twists and dislocations (particularly ankle and phalanges) – 16.14%; 

- contusions – 14.55%; 

- injuries of the knee ligaments – 4.60%; 

- chronic conditions – 3.17%; 

- muscle-tendon lesions – 3.04%; 

- meniscus lesions – 2.11%; 

- fractures – 0.70% (Figure 1).  
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Figure 1. Trauma morbidity: 1 – contusions; 2 – twists and dislocations; 3 – traumas 

caused by hyper-functioning or over-stress; 4 – injuries of the knee ligaments; 5 – 

muscle-tendon lesions; 6 – chronic conditions; 7 – meniscus lesions; 8 – fractures. 



4. RUGBY VS. VOLLEYBALL 

 

Statistics for the period 1982-1991 show major differences between the clinical forms 

and incidence of certain traumas in rugby and volleyball.  

Thus, of over 3,000 cases of hyper-functional traumas, the frequency shared by rugby 

and volleyball is shown in Table 1 and Figure 2. 

 

Table 1. Clinical forms and incidence of hyper-functional traumas 

 

Hyper-functional traumas of the Rugby  Volleyball  

muscles  55 64 

joints 50 36 

muscles and joints 35 32 

tendons 20 21 

tendons and tendon sheath 12 14 

meniscus 14 8 

tissues (turned necrotic) - 15 

joint capsule 15 3 

synovial liquid 12 2 

ligaments  8 3 

TOTAL 271 198 
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Figure 2. Clinical forms and incidence of hyper-functional traumas of:  

1 – muscles; 2 – joints; 3 – muscles and joints; 4 – tendons; 5 – tendons and tendon 

sheath; 6 – meniscus; 7 – tissues; 8 – joint capsule; 9 – synovial liquid; 10 – ligaments. 

 

Of 400 cases of fractures, the frequency shared by rugby and volleyball is shown in 

Table 2 and Figure 3. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Table 2. Location and incidence of fractures 

 

Fractures Rugby  Volleyball  

Metacarpi 2 2 

Hand phalanges 4 2 

Metatarsi 4 2 

Tibia 2 1 

Clavicle 2 1 

Radii 4 1 

Peroneus  1 - 

Ulna 3 - 

Foot phalanges 3 1 

Carpi 1 1 

Tarsi 2 1 

Vertebrae 2 - 

Humerus  2 - 

TOTAL 32 12 
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Figure 3. Location and incidence of fractures: 1 – metacarpi; 2 – hand phalanges; 3 – 

metatarsi; 4 – tibia; 5 – clavicle; 6 – radii; 7 – peroneus; 8 – ulna; 9 – foot phalanges; 

10 – carpi; 11 – tarsi; 12 – vertebrae; 13 – humerus. 

 

Of 3,000 cases of twists, the frequency shared by rugby and volleyball is shown in 

Table 3 and Figure 4. 

 

Table 3. Location and incidence of twists 

 

Twists Rugby  Volleyball  

Tibia and tarsi 41 68 

Knee  184 44 

Metacarpi and phalanges 5 7 

Fist 16 16 

TOTAL 246 135 
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Figure 4. Location and incidence of twists:  

1 – tibia and tarsi; 2 – knee; 3 – metacarpi and phalanges; 4 – fist. 
 

If we compare the total number of traumas (hyper-functional, twists, and fractures) 

we see that rugby predominates (Figure 5). 
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Figure 5. Type and total number of traumas:  

1 – hyper-functional; 2 – twists; 3 – fractures. 
 

Almost 20 years later, we have analysed the types and incidence of injuries caused by 

the practice of rugby and volleyball among the students of the University of Timisoara, 

Romania.  

Results concerning the types of traumas and their frequency in the practice of rugby 

by the team of the University of Timisoara in 2007-2008 are shown in Figures 6 and 7. 
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Figure 6. Types of traumas and their frequency in the practice of rugby by the team of the 

University of Timisoara (2007-2008): 1 – joints trauma; 2 – soft tissues trauma; 3 – bone 

trauma; 4 – skull and brain trauma. 
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Figure 7. Frequency of traumas in the practice of rugby by the team of the University of 

Timisoara (2007-2008): 58% – joints trauma; 27% – soft tissues trauma; 10% – bone 

trauma; 5% – skull and brain trauma. 

 

Results concerning the types of traumas and their frequency in the practice of 

volleyball by the team of the University of Timisoara in 2007-2008 are shown in Figures 

8 and 9. 
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Figure 8. Types of traumas and their frequency in the practice of volleyball by the team of 

the University of Timisoara (2007-2008): 1 – joints trauma; 2 – soft tissues trauma. 
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Figure 9. Frequency of traumas in the practice of volleyball by the team of the University 

of Timisoara (2007-2008): 63% – joints trauma; 37% – soft tissues trauma. 

 

A comparative analysis shows that both the number of traumas and their range is 

higher in rugby than in volleyball (Figure 10). 
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Figure 10. Number of traumas and their range in the practice of rugby and volleyball by 

the teams of the University of Timisoara (2007-2008): 1 – joints trauma; 2 – soft tissues 

trauma; 3 – bone trauma; 4 – skull and brain trauma. 

 

Among the factors that cause traumas we will only retain the following ones: 

- sportsman’s physical and psychical state:  

 fatigue and stress, the lack of proper warm-up generate most of the soft tissue 

and joint traumas; 

 old traumas that were not fully recovered can determine recurrence (shoulder 

dislocation, ankle twists, joint reactions at knee level, etc.); 

 improper technical executions (rugby tackle, volleyball plunge) during the 

game as a result of improper, incomplete training before the game; 

- lack of cooperation among team mates and toughness of the game beyond fair 

play (rugby kicks and/or bumps), flaw technical executions (dangerous volleyball 

game, improper attack); 

- bad state of sportswear and of sports materials; 

- flaw organisation of the competition plus improper playgrounds; 

- coach’s lack of competence, i.e. lack of firmness during training sessions, 

tolerance towards improper sportsman‟s life, maintenance of improper rivalry 

between players, etc.; 

- improper arbitration, i.e. arbitration done by an untrained or by an improperly 

trained person resulting in intentional hits, dangerous game, improper 

abatements, etc. 

 

5. PREVENTIVE, RECOVERY, AND CURATIVE MEASURES 

 

As for preventive and recovery measures, we should mention the following ones: 

- prolonged warming-up of the locomotory system should come first (particularly 

at the level of the most solicited segments and where there have been previously 

problems); 

- local self-massage (to warm-up regions that have been injured before and/or 

predisposed to injury); 

- stretching; 

- application of warming-up unguents. 

Curative measures should be taken as soon as possible and adapted to the type of 

injury: 



- in acute conditions, the solutions could be immobilisation, segmentary repose, 

cryo- and physiotherapy, general and local medication (anti-inflammatory, 

painkiller, muscle relaxing, resorbtive); 

- in sub-acute and chronic conditions, the solutions could be kinetotherapy, 

balneotherapy, physiotherapy, as well as general and local medication. 

Gradual practice of physical efforts shall be done under careful medical supervision. 
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ABSTRAIT      

 

Dans cet article, nous essayons de présenter l’action de répandre de la culture 

dans le peuple, l’idéal qui renforce et élève une nation, qui peut se réaliser aussi par 

l’intermédiaire des maîtres d’école. La corrélation naturelle de l’enseignement 

populaire avec les aspirations du peuple signifiait pour ces temps-là un moyen de 

lutte contre les tendances de dénationalisation. Dans les écoles du Banat, on a 

institutionnalisé un programme de formation de la jeune génération par la dispersion 

des grains du sentiment de la nationalité, en relevant la place de la langue maternelle 

dans la classe. 

 

Mots clés: Enseignement populaire du Banat ; Rôle du maître d’école ; 

Enseignement de la langue maternelle  

 

2. INTRODUCTION 

 

Du point de vue idéologique, la période visée a été caractérisée par l‟attention visible 

accordée à l‟éducation sous tous ses aspects. L‟idée prédominante était la formation d‟un 

homme qui corresponde le mieux possible aux exigences de la société. Pour cette raison, 

la presse a essayé d‟expliquer au peuple le rôle, l‟importance et les tâches des maîtres 

d‟école dans la société, en relevant la place de la langue maternelle dans l‟école 

populaire. L‟étude des revues roumaines du Banat avec des préoccupations pédagogiques 

nous a permis de découvrir une chronique des aspirations et de l‟effort de quelques 

glorieux ancêtres, « souteneurs de la langue, du port national, de nos traditions, du 

véritable amour pour le peuple et le pays, hérités de nos ancêtres » (Foaia Diecesană 

1887: 5), dont la devise a été la mission nationale et culturelle. 

 

3. E 

 

Notre démarche a un caractère descriptif. Cette réflexion s‟appuie sur l‟analyse du 

corpus et l‟analyse des textes  pour révéler l‟importance de l‟attitude des intellectuels du 

temps et décrire les relations avec les maîtres d‟école.  Le corpus de ce travail comprend 

quelques revues du Banat avec des préoccupations pédagogiques: Foaia Diecesană, 

Educatorul, Almanach edat de Reuniunea înveţătorilor dela şcoalele confesionale gr.-or. 

din Dieceza Caransebeşului. 

Le type de recherche qu‟on a adopté nous donne la possibilité d‟illustrer d‟une 

manière fidèle les efforts des érudits, des hommes d‟école éduqués de promouvoir une 



image idéale du maître d‟école, comme un modèle digne d‟être imité, indiquant 

implicitement le but, la direction vers laquelle se dirigeaient les efforts et les actions des 

Roumains. Examinant les publications et valorisant les articles du temps, nous avons 

réalisé une analyse qui met en lumière quelques aspects visant les changements qui ont eu 

lieu dans les écoles roumaines et qui met en évidence le statut de la langue maternelle 

dans la classe, la méthodologie utilisé et aussi les aspirations des enseignants qui 

surviennent dans ce sens. Nous avons préféré, comme on pourra l‟observer, d‟accorder un 

espace ample aux phrases et aux formulations des articles du temps, considérant que 

ceux-ci ont la capacité de surprendre le mieux la problématique de notre étude.  

 

 

 

En retournant dans le temps, nous avons découvert l‟image de l‟apôtre, le modèle 

spirituel et le repère moral de la communauté qui prend contour dans les feuilles jaunies 

et qui nous parvient de la poussière du temps. Si, pour les vieux du village, maître 

signifiait « homme qui sait les règles de l‟église, enseigne les jeunes quelque chose des 

sciences élémentaires » (Foaie pentru minte, inimă şi literatură 1841: 44-45), on suppose 

que ce terme a été remplacé premièrement dans le Banat avec le titre de maître d’école, 

dans une sphère plus large et plus respectée. Le titre de maître d’école est expliqué, en 

premier lieu, par les grands érudits du Banat, comme Atanasie Marian Marienescu (2001: 

12): « Le maître d‟école est un organe spirituel du peuple et pour cela on lui a confié le 

développement des sentiments et des pouvoirs de l‟esprit du peuple. On lui a donné une 

grande mission! Donc il doit premièrement développer ses propres sentiments du cœur et 

ses pouvoirs spirituels et renforcer sa conscience qu‟il a une grande mission dans le 

développement de la civilisation et de la culture des générations qui lui sont confiés. Mais 

le maître d‟école peut accomplir cette mission seulement s‟il se sent capable de 

transplanter ses sentiments et ses pouvoirs spirituels aux jeunes. Le maître d‟école 

accomplira ainsi ses devoirs glorieux et élèvera le peuple à l‟état de pouvoir fonder et 

défendre son existence nationale ».  

L‟une des plus importantes tâches du maître d‟école de ces « temps troubles » était la 

mise à l‟écart des obstacles du progrès culturel, spirituel de ses disciples. La réponse à la 

question Comment doit être le maître d’école? se trouve dans les divers articles de presse 

dans lesquels les hommes d‟école essaient d‟esquisser le portrait du « pionnier de la 

culture et du propagateur de la moralité dans les rangs du peuple » (Dragoescu: 194). 

Ioan Miclea (1899: 201-204) considère que le maître d‟école doit accomplir trois 

rôles: être « officiant », « chantre » et, dans la zone sociale, « homme privé ». Celui-ci 

aura « autorité et caractère intègre » et « il sera entouré par l‟auréole de la sublimité et 

[…] servira avec honneur à l‟Etat des maîtres d‟école » s‟il respecte une série de conseils, 

conçus « d‟après des années de fermentation de l‟expérience propre et des autres sur le 

terrain de l‟instruction du peuple ». Un bon officiant « sera un véritable ouvrier dans la 

vigne du Dieu, il saura balancer les inclinations mauvaises envers le bien, il saura se 

maîtriser lui-même, il sera un modèle dans le comportement moral, la vérité dite n‟est pas 

problématique, dans le contact avec le monde extérieur il mettra en relief toutes les 

bonnes parties, en se mettant au service de la religion et de notre nation ». « Le devoir du 

maître d‟école de servir l‟église et le peuple dont il fait parti » a été une caractéristique du 

temps, qui a imposé, « à côté du soutènement et de la culture de notre langue, le 

soutènement de la morale chrétienne », un autre objectif de l‟enseignement confessionnel 

du peuple. La formation du caractère religieux du jeune écolier se réalise par « le maître 



d‟école-chantre », c‟est-à-dire « par sa tenue, par sa manière d‟enseigner la chanson et par 

l‟articulation de la voix ». Pour réaliser cet objectif, le maître d‟école Ioan Miclea (1899: 

206) les conseille « d‟accomplir la mission de chantre conformément aux prescriptions, 

d‟être un modèle de dévotion, de perfectionner l‟art de chanter ». Dans la société, le rôle 

du maître d‟école est très bien précisé. Celui-ci doit soutenir sa position avec dignité, « il 

ne doit pas être repoussant envers la société et il doit être un exemple dans toutes les 

directions » (Idem: 209). 

« Le véritable maître d‟école doit, aussi, avoir non seulement des connaissances 

théoriques, pratiques, pédagogiques, une moralité exemplaire, il doit être doté du pouvoir 

de la volonté et de la diligence; car celles-ci produisent beaucoup de bénéfices pour les 

écoles, pour les jeunes et pour notre peuple roumain » (Gruescu 1899: 217). 

Une modalité inédite de revigorer l‟enseignement roumain et d‟enrichir l‟expérience 

de l‟homme de la chaire a été « l‟activité extrascolaire » (Joandrea 1910: 91). Pour 

l‟accomplissement de ce desideratum, George Joandrea (Idem: 90) propose d‟agir sur 

« plusieurs branches d‟activité extrascolaire », en tentant compte des particularités 

psychologiques et sociales de chaque maître d‟école: « tout professeur véritable - en 

fonction des circonstances de sa vie - doit choisir les plus accessibles à sa nature et à sa 

capacité ». « Maintenant, quand notre édifice culturel, l‟école - dont l‟importance a été 

comprise aussi par les paysans, qui nous ont donné des prouves en ce sens, comme un 

beau signe d‟espoir, participant à sa défense - commence à affaiblir à la suite d‟un futur 

obscur » (Educatorul 1911: 6), on désire que le maître d‟école continue son activité de 

professeur par l‟instruction des adultes aussi: « Il est nécessaire de tenir des cours pour les 

analphabètes dans presque tous les villages roumains, de combiner l‟utile avec le beau et 

d‟organiser les soi dites réunions populaires littéraires, …des chœurs et des réunions de 

chansons, … » (Joandrea 1910: 94-96). L‟action de répandre la culture dans les masses 

peut se réaliser aussi par l‟intermédiaire du livre: « pour développer dans le peuple le goût 

pour la lecture, conseille les uns et les autres de s‟abonner aux journaux convenables 

roumains, ayant un sommaire varié, attrayant et utile, …étudie dans la limite des 

possibilités la bibliographie roumaine, choisis des livres adéquats pour les adultes et le 

peuple et forme dans ta propre commune, par des contributions bénévoles, une 

bibliothèque populaire » (Idem: 93). Un moyen efficient pour l‟élévation dans la culture 

et pour le progrès de l‟état spirituel des maîtres d‟école est l‟auto perfectionnement: 

« avant tout, ayant de la part de Dieu du temps libre, emploie-le pour ton 

perfectionnement… qui dans le premier plan t‟apportera à toi-même des 

bénéfices. » (Idem: 91). 

Comme une réflexion de l‟esprit novateur qui a pénétré dans l‟enseignement on 

constate le fait que les maîtres d‟école ont compris la nécessité de la préparation 

scientifique: « lis et étudie des livres et des revues de la sphère pédagogique…, notre 

littérature roumaine et de la littérature des autres peuples, élabore des conférences 

pratiques et des dissertations… pour les lire ici, dans notre cadre scolaire, éventuellement 

dans les assemblées générales de notre Réunion » (Foaia Diecezana 1887: 3). Ayant en 

vue la situation des maîtres d‟école de ces temps-là, c‟est l‟esprit d‟association qui est 

apparu pour comprendre mieux la position du professeur dans la société, le rôle de la 

formation professionnelle et l‟attitude des autorités envers l‟enseignement en roumain. 

La solution a été l‟organisation de conférences et de réunions des maîtres d‟écoles: 

« Tout comme l‟homme solitaire a beaucoup de nécessités et, pour accomplir le but pour 

lequel il a été créé, il a été obligé de former une famille, que nous pouvons nommer la 

plus vieille réunion, le maître d‟école aussi, comme un homme illuminé, face aux 



exigences et aux prétentions réclamées par le temps d‟autre fois, a senti la nécessité de 

s‟associer avec ses collègues et les amis de l‟éducation et de l‟instruction pour pouvoir 

plus aisément arriver au but lié à leur difficile vocation de maîtres d‟école » (Marcu: 

221). 

La caractéristique de l‟image des habitants du Banat, la fierté définie comme une 

« obligation de tous ceux qui vivent dans une région pour l‟élévation de son niveau 

culturel, économique et politique » (Copocean 2000: 216) est très bien soulignée par les 

intellectuels du temps, pour la conscientisation de ceux choisis de la nécessité de garder 

l‟héritage des ancêtres: la langue, la terre, les traditions, le port populaire et surtout le 

nom de Roumain. 

« Nous aimons nous louer avec la gloire de nos ancêtres; mais cet éloge devient une 

phrase sans contenu si nous n‟honorons pas la mémoire de ceux-ci en gardant ce qu‟ils 

nous ont laissé comme saint héritage. Quel héritage nous ont-ils laissé nos ancêtres? Ils 

nous ont laissé la langue et la terre. Nous avons gardé la langue, grâce aussi à l‟église qui 

nous a offert son support il y a un siècle, mais nous avons perdu une partie de la terre. 

Lorsque quelqu‟un décide d‟être maître d‟école roumain… celui-ci prend la 

responsabilité d‟un devoir difficile, mais il accomplit ce devoir mieux quand il apprend 

au peuple roumain: de garder la langue, la loi et la terre, car seulement de cette manière 

on peut honorer la mémoire des ancêtres » (Almanach edat de Reuniunea înveţătorilor 

dela şcoalele confesionale gr.-or. din Dieceza Caransebeşului 1899: 218). 

La corrélation naturelle de l‟enseignement populaire avec la nature, les aspirations et 

la culture du peuple signifiait pour ces temps-là un moyen de lutte contre les tendances de 

dénationalisation. Le soin pour le futur du peuple roumain a fait que les manuels 

scolaires, surtout ceux de lecture, prennent les traits d‟un art militant; on a 

institutionnalisé un programme de formation de la jeune génération par « la dispersion 

des grains du sentiment de la nationalité », comme disait I. Heliade Radulescu. 

En partant de la prémisse qu‟aucun « objet d‟enseignement ne contribue autant au 

développement de la pensée comme l‟apprentissage de la langue maternelle», Petru 

Bandu (Educatorul 1911: 285-286), informé sur les nouveautés de la science, tire la 

conclusion: « Tous les systèmes d‟enseignement de l‟école moderne tendent à fixer le 

point de vue méthodologique que la langue soit considérée comme un sommaire de 

l’âme, comme un résultat de la pensée et ce sommaire soit montré dans la perfection et la 

clarté nécessaire ». La connaissance sérieuse de la langue supposait que « l‟élève 

connaisse très bien le sens des mots employés dans la construction par laquelle il exprime 

sa pensée ». 

Après avoir vaincu les difficultés de l‟apprentissage de l‟alphabet et quand il 

comprend ce qu‟il lit, le scolaire de la troisième année étudie la grammaire. Le texte 

support nécessaire pour former les notions grammaticales des élèves est « le texte des 

fragments du livre de lecture » (Foaia Diecesană 1887: 3). 

Bien que le rôle de la lecture fût l‟assimilation des matrices linguistiques et textuels 

validés pour la clarté morphologique et syntaxique, à partir de la fin du XIX
e
 siècle, le 

rôle formatif de la lecture commence à prendre contour: « la lecture est le mieux moyen 

pour l‟enrichissement de la langue de l‟élève non seulement avec des formes linguistiques 

nouvelles, mais elle représente aussi un contenu intellectuel nouveau, étant un excellent 

moyen de promouvoir et de développer la pensée de l‟élève » (Bandu 1899: 12). 

Comme on peut déduire des précisions concernant le processus de la lecture, la 

rencontre avec le texte ne signifiait pas seulement son appréciation du point de vue 

linguistique, mais aussi son explication de la perspective du contenu, c‟est-à-dire la mise 



en évidence de son message, des valeurs et des significations morales contenues par 

celui-ci: « Et parce que la condition principale de toute véritable culture est la pensée, et 

parce que dans cette pensée réside tout le secret de la culture linguistique, c‟est pourquoi 

la lecture doit être mise au centre de l‟enseignement de la langue materne, comme source 

de la culture spécifique du peuple dont on fait partie, en lui donnant de tous les genres de 

la littérature les meilleurs et les plus beaux modèles de langue et de pensée. …La 

conception morale se produit du plaisir de l‟âme pour le beau, du sentiment esthétique, 

comme résultat de la pensée « (Educatorul 1909: 23). 

La même réalité apparaît chez le maître d‟école Iosif Stanca, dans l‟article Comment 

est représentée la poésie dans nos livres de lecture? (Educatorul 1910: 9): « Notre peuple 

est devenu idéaliste à cause de son sort défavorable dont il a eu part d‟abondance au long 

des siècles… L‟histoire nous montre qu‟un peuple qui ne s‟est pas formulé un idéal 

propre de vie est disparu plus tôt ou plus tard de l‟horizon, car c‟est l‟idéal qui renforce et 

élève une nation. Que se serait-il passé avec nos ancêtres quand ils supportaient le fouet 

allemand, s‟ils n‟avaient pas eu la doina pour les caresser? Auraient-ils pu supporter les 

difficultés de la vie s‟ils n‟avaient pas pu au moins rêver à une vie plus calme?... Ils 

pouvaient s‟abstenir de toute chose, mais il y avait une chose dont personne ne pouvait 

les empêcher: ne plus rêver… L‟idéalisme joue un grand rôle dans l‟éducation. Si on 

réussit à inoculer à l‟élève ce noble sentiment, on le gagne pour toujours… Et quel moyen 

est plus propre pour la formation de ce sentiment que la poésie? La poésie noble, 

édificatrice… Les livres de lecture doivent donc tenir compte du spécifique ethnique du 

peuple. Nos livres de lecture doivent représenter l‟état culturel, la manière de penser, 

toutes nos aspirations comme peuple qui veut lutter et mourir sur cette terre ». 

Une finalité qui n‟apparaît pas dans les documents officiels est la modélisation du 

caractère national. Cette finalité est subtilement configurée par ceux qui choisissent « les 

parties de lecture ». Par exemple, pour choisir et approuver les manuels, la commission 

littéraire tient compte si ceux-ci « contiennent des parties nobles, en conformité avec le 

degré de développement spirituel des enfants, de nos auteurs classiques, et ainsi le livre 

soit mis au service de la connaissance de la littérature roumaine » comme souligne Petru 

Bizerea (Educatorul 1910: 138). 

Le plan d‟enseignement approuvé « dans la séance du consistoire métropolitain 

orthodoxe roumain » réfléchit cette ouverture. Voici un témoignage en ce sens: « La 

lecture se met au service de la connaissance de la littérature roumaine, on lit des auteurs 

anciens: Pan, Barac, Văcărescu, Chroniqueurs... on lira des biographies connues, des 

types historiques, des traditions ... Dans la lecture on continuera ayant à la base le livre 

de lecture, avec la lecture des spécimens des auteurs plus nouveaux: Mureşanu, 

Bolintineanu, Alecsandri, Eminescu et Coşbuc » (Plan de învăţământ 1909: 337, dans 

Educatorul 1910: 139). 

La démarche éducative proposée par les maîtres d‟école avait comme fondement non 

seulement une série de valeurs communes à tous, mais aussi le respect pour la culture des 

autres nationalités. Le but de cette démarche était la formation d‟un homme ayant « la 

capacité d‟exprimer aisément, clairement et correctement à l‟oral et à l‟écrit ses pensées 

et ses sentiments dans la langue maternelle » (Catana 1899: 50), la formation d‟un citoyen 

qui possédait des connaissances sur l‟histoire et la géographie de la patrie, les droits et les 

devoirs envers celle-ci, des connaissances de mathématiques, géométrie, sciences 

naturelles, hygiène, gymnastique, économie pour être honnêtes et utiles à la société, y 

inclus d‟un bon chrétien qui a obtenu « la morale et la religion » de sa confession, 

respectant en même temps les autres confessions. 



4. CONCLUSIONS 

 

 Les maîtres d‟école se sont efforcés de former les élèves dont ils se sont occupés de 

telle manière que, par leur intermédiaire, ils vivent une deuxième vie, une vie que la 

sagesse obtenue, la beauté de l‟esprit fait meilleure que celle de leur jeunesse. Ils ont aidé 

les élèves à comprendre ce qu‟ils doivent attendre de la jeunesse, quel est leur rôle dans la 

société, et que la possibilité d‟aller à l‟école est une occasion de joie pour un enfant. 

Ceux-ci existent et continuent à durer par leurs élèves, comme a dit Iosif Vulcan: « Le 

maître d‟école est comme la chandelle qui répand de la lumière, elle se consomme soi-

même; mais une fois sa vie éteinte, il ne laisse pas après soi de l‟obscurité, mais la 

lumière produite par lui vit plus loin dans ses élèves » (Foaia Diecezană 1886: 6). 
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The communication process is indispensable for exerting an educational 

influence on policemen, gendarmes, public servants, in order to realize the cohesion 

of the structures, units and central institutions as well as the cooperation between 

them. This proves that the leader must master the information at an adequate level 

and to use it as any other resource that he has at his disposal. He must be an effective 

manager of the information, in order to optimize the process of communication in the 

organization which he commands or leads. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

From everyday practice we know that chiefs (managers) together with their 

organizations commit themselves to a variety of communication activities, through the 

continuous flow of information, both vertically and horizontally. This way, the 

information turns into a binding agent between efficient rational management and 

reaching the action‟s aim, either as a combat mission or as an educational objective. 

As a process, the communication activity consists in the transmission and the 

exchange of messages (or of pieces of information) between workers, in the flow of 

orders and commands, in sharing emotional states and judgments of value, with the 

special purpose of obtaining effects during the training process, education and the 

fulfilment of missions or strategic objectives such as combating crime, maintaining law 

and order etc. 

The success of management communication depends this way decisively on the chief 

(commander) of the unit or institution, which must be a real manager of the 

communication system within his organization. This implies a continuous effort on his 

side to accumulate knowledge and to form habitudes in the organizational and 

interpersonal communication, in the process of current activity, on the medium and on the 

long term.   

Only a well informed leader can realistically evaluate the evolution of the unit 

which he commands, in its effort to fulfil a given task. The quality of the communication 

at the organization level allows the leader to reduce the uncertainty of his decisions, to 

make decisions adequate to a given situation and to optimize the interpersonal and 



organizational cooperation. A chief, indifferent of the level he is at, is not allowed to 

present himself in front of his subordinates with ambiguous, unsure and unfounded 

indications and furthermore not take harmful decisions for the progress of the institution. 

Example: the chief of inspectorate, who realizes the tactical-operational management at a 

county level, in order to realize the operative communication on department level, must 

have at his side a team of specialists in the respective fields, and he should manage 

through the authority given to him by his position. 

Also, the chief must know how to use communication with its essence – the 

information – as a strong motivational factor, for all the members of the institution, 

so that the well informed worker, indifferent of his place and role in the structure of the 

organization becomes thus extremely efficient in accomplishing his mission. 

Communication allows the leader to realize the necessary feed-back through which he 

evaluates the correct understanding of the messages sent in form of orders, commands or 

decisions.  

For this reason, he must understand and use well the language, both verbally and 

nonverbally, for the efficient leadership of the institution. In order to understand the 

power and effects of the language, the chief can‟t operate optimal to adjust and 

synchronize the individual efforts of the subordinates. This way, he must be a convincing 

spokesman, an efficient listener and a leader capable of solving a conflict through 

dialogue. For this, he must be ready to form the habitudes necessary for efficient 

communication.  

 

2. COMPARISON BETWEEN COMMUNICATION IN PRODUCTIVE 

ORGANIZATIONS AND COMMUNICATION IN THE INSTITUTIONS  

OF THE MINISTRY OF ADMINISTRATION AND INTERIOR 

 

Communication ahs long been a timely omnipresent subject that fills the pages of 

publications and is present to a full extent at company seminars. Yet there has never been 

a more profound feeling of solitude in our society. In the field of work, especially, a 

majority of so-called “subordinates” express in relation with this situation, a feeling of 

frustration and desolation, very often accompanied by emotions of distress and 

resignation.  

In reality, efficient communication rarely constitutes a major concern for the leaders 

of companies or for the superior ranks, convinced being, each and every one of them, that 

they master this art even from the age they knew how to speak. On rare occasions people 

admit the fact that they don‟t know how to communicate. It‟s always the others who are 

incriminated, the others don‟t know how to listen to us correctly and to speak to us 

clearly, and this misunderstanding, either affecting the interpersonal relations, or 

company relations, is the result of ignorance.  

The obstacles generated by subordinates have as a source either the desire for 

security, or the lack of implication in the life of the organization or factors that simply 

relate to temper or working conditions. The forms by which these types of difficulties 

present themselves are: 

- The subordinates‟ reserve to express their own ideas, for fear of not having 

inconveniences with their superiors or not to endanger their promotion; 

- The belief  that the problems of the subordinates are of no interest to the manager; 



- The lack of habitude in communication. Thus, the execution personnel, not 

having the ability to express themselves in written or verbally, give up on 

communicating out of their own initiative; 

- The tendency to consider that any idea, proposal of perfecting something 

automatically implies the existence of a malfunction tolerated by the 

management. In a context like this, a proposal would seem like a complaint 

towards the person who leads, which could trigger his hostility; 

- The accordance between the requests of communication and the possibilities of 

the subordinates to satisfy them in conditions of quality and in due time; 

- The frequency of the modifications. The more frequent is the modification of 

instructions and orders, the more it creates discontent among the subordinates, 

thus doubting the ability and the competence of the manager.  

In front of his team, if he wants to avoid the different traps of communication, the 

manager must start by learning how to see, how to read the signs, how to listen carefully 

to his collaborators, by going beyond appearances, and for this reason he must develop 

his intuition, the one that springs from an open mind. Without all these, he will not 

manage to build hypotheses and conclusions, in one situation or another. 

Through the strategies of communication elaborated and then set into practice, The 

Romanian Police seeks to gain the confidence of the population. 

The Timis County Police Inspectorate has even created the slogan which can be read 

at its headquarters “THE TIMIS POLICE, YOUR POLICE!” 

From a causal point of view, the institutional confidence presents a strongly 

differentiated image. 

The interpersonal confidence is a determining factor important for all types of 

institutional confidence, with the exception of the one applying to the Church. Especially 

the confidence in Justice, Police, Mayor‟s Office and The Romanian Intelligence Service 

(S.R.I.) are favoured by the high values of interpersonal confidence. Three of the four 

above mentioned institutions have mainly a local competence of activity. This means that, 

in particular, for the confidence invested in local authorities, it‟s the social capital of 

interpersonal confidence that matters. In the communities with strong interpersonal 

confidence there are also risen values for the confidence in local institutions.   

The activity of public relations consists in establishing, maintaining and developing 

confidence-based relations between the Romanian Police and the community, in order to 

promote purposes and objectives of the institutions, and to increase the quality of 

information disseminated and the level of understanding of the problems associated with 

policing.  

The Centre for Information and Public Relations is made up of the spokesman for the 

Romanian General Police Inspectorate, the Bureau of Press Relations and the Bureau of 

Public Information. 

The activity of public relations within the Romanian General Police Inspectorate is 

based on the following principles: 

- The appliance of the provisions of the Constitution of Romania, related to the 

person‟s right to information; 

- The communication of the public information will be done pertinently, correctly, 

completely and non-discriminatory; 

- The exemption from the free access to information will be done in the conditions 

set up by Law no. 544/2001 regarding the free access to information of public 

interest, with the subsequent modifications; 



- The activity of public relations respects the exigency of equidistance; 

- The policy of public information excludes propaganda of any kind. 
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